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Disclaimer 

 
These husbandry guidelines were produced by the compiler/author at TAFE NSW – 

Western Sydney Institute, Richmond College, N.S.W. Australia as part assessment for 

completion of Certificate III in Captive Animals, Course number 1068, RUV30204. 

Since the husbandry guidelines are the result of student project work, care should be 

taken in the interpretation of information therein, - in effect, all care taken but no 

responsibility is assumed for any loss or damage that may result from the use of these 

guidelines.   It is offered to the ASZK Husbandry Manuals Register for the benefit of 

animal welfare and care.  Husbandry guidelines are utility documents and are ‘works in 

progress’, so enhancements to these guidelines are invited.     
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OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY RISKS 

 
The Cacatua leadbeateri classified under as a hazardous animal, as this animal’s beak 

can propose a serious threat if the animal becomes aggressive. The beak is capable of 

breaking fingers or latching on and causing serious bites, leaving opportunity for 

secondary infections.  

 

To minimize the risk of being harmed, a few cautionary actions could be taken. Firstly 

you could wear leather gloves while handling, feeding and catching the bird. 

Conditioning and training the animal could help in various ways, as this bird is quite 

easily trainable and sunflower seeds reward work well. Make sure the bird is well fed so 

it is less likely to become hungry and aggressive, also during breeding season try not to 

handle or nest inspect unless necessary. 

 

The most common zoonotic disease associated with Major Mitchell’s would be 

Psittacosis. This infection enters the lounge and will cause permanent injury to the lung. 

It is located within the animal’s body and is easily spreadable. You can contract it from 

the faeces which dries out, turns to a dusty powder and can be inhaled. The infection can 

also be contracted from the dust of the bird’s feathers. To minimize risk of contracting 

the disease a face mask should be worn when working with the animal. 
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1 Introduction 
 

The Major Mitchell cockatoo has been well known since the 1800’s. It has been well 

known for its stunning colours and striking red crest. This cockatoo is part of the White 

cockatoo family. They will often join flocks of Corellas and Galahs in the wild. These 

birds are easily conditioned and are used throughout a lot of bird shows in zoos and 

wildlife parks.  

The scientific name commemorates the British naturalist, Benjamin Leadbeater. 

1.1 ASMP Category 

 

Non-Passerine TAG; No Regional Program; Management Level 3 

1.2 IUCN Category  

 

It is recognized internationally as least concern under the IUCN Red List of Threatened 

Species. 

 

1.3 EA Category  

The Major Mitchell's cockatoo (Cacatua leadbeateri) is listed as VULNERABLE 

on the schedules of the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 

Major Mitchell's Cockatoo (Cacatua leadbeateri) has been listed as threatened 

under the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988. 

Major Mitchell's Cockatoo (Cacatua leadbeateri) is considered vulnerable in 

Victoria according to “Advisory List of Threatened Vertebrate Fauna in Victoria - 2007” 

(DSE 2007). 

The Major Mitchell’s cockatoo is listed as vulnerable under the Queensland Nature 

Conservation Act 1992 

It is not listed as a threatened species under the Commonwealth Environment 

Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 

Australia does not permit the export of native wildlife. Major Mitchell’s cockatoos 

are uncommon and expensive in the United States. 

  

1.4 NZ and PNG Categories and Legislation 

 

N/A 
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1.5 Wild Population Management 

 

A species recovery outline for the Major Mitchell’s cockatoo in the Action Plan for 

Australian Birds (Garnett et al. 2000) sets out research and management actions needed 

to support the recovery of the Major Mitchell’s cockatoo. 

Some local groups in Perth for species mollis. 

1.6 Species Coordinator 

 

Non-Passerine TAG 

1.7 Studbook Holder 

Non-Passerine TAG 
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2 Taxonomy  
 

2.1  Nomenclature 

 

Class: Aves 

Order: Psittaciformes 

Family: Cacatuidae 

Subfamily: Cactuinae 

Genus: Cacatua 

Species: Leadbeateri  
 

2.2 Subspecies  

Nominate species – Cacatua leadbeateri leadbeateri 

Other species sometimes referred to as Mathew’s 

Pink Cockatoo – Cacatua leadbeateri mollis 

 

Two other species, which are discounted due to 

insufficient morphological differences and 

geographic isolation: 

Cacatua leadbeateri mungi 

Cacatua leadbeateri superflua 

2.3 Recent Synonyms 

 

Plyctolophus leadbeateri 

Lophocroa leadbeateri  

2.4 Other Common Names 

 

Leadbeateri’s Cockatoo 

Desert Cockatoo 

Major Mitchells Cockatoo 

Pink Cockatoo 

Cocklerina 

Chockalott 

Wee Juggler 

Domain:   Eukaryota    

Kingdom:   Animalia  

Subkingdom:   Bilateria   

Branch:   Deuterostomia   

Infrakingdom:   Chordonia   

Phylum:   Chordata    

Subphylum:   Vertebrata   

Infraphylum:   Gnathostomata 

Superclass:   Tetrapoda  

Class:   Aves   

Subclass:   Neornithes 

Infraclass:   Neoaves   

Superorder:   Psittacimorphae   

Order:   Psittaciformes   

Family:   Psittacidae 

Genus:   Cacatua 

Specific name:   leadbeateri 

Scientific name:    - Cacatua 

leadbeateri 
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3 Natural History 
 

It is possibly (though not certain) a bit closer related to Cacatua than the Galah, and its 

lineage diverged around the time of or shortly after the acquisition of the long crest; 

probably the former as this crest type is not found in all Cacatua cockatoos and therefore 

must have been present in an early or incipient stage at the time of the divergence of the 

Major Mitchell’s Cockatoo ancestors. Like the Galah, this species has not lost the ability 

to deposit diluted carotene dyes in its body plumage, although it does not produce 

melanin coloration anymore, resulting in a lighter bird overall compared to the Galah.  

Indeed, disregarding the crest, Another indication of the early divergence of the species 

from the White cockatoo lineage is the presence of features found otherwise only in 

corellas such as plaintive yodeling cry, as well as other which are unique to Major 

Mitchells’ and the true white cockatoos, for example the large crest and rounded wing 

shape (Brown and Toft, 1999) 

3.1 Morphometrics 

 

3.1.1 Mass And Basic Body Measurements 

 

Field identification – Length 39cm, wingspan 80cm and weight 370g.  

 

 
 

Structure of the wing - Wing is long and broad – Ten primaries, p8 longest p10 19-

30mm shorter, 12 secondaries, including about four tertials. Tail long and square; 12 

rectrices,  
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 Structure of the bare parts – Beak is short, 

broad and robust. Narrow feathered cere along 

base of upper mandible, with small rounded 

nostrils at side. Tarsus short and rounded; 

granulate. Tibia fully feathered. Outer toe 

directed backwards. Two outer hindtoe’s 

facing backwards and two inner front toes 

facing forwards. 

 

 

Measurements – Nominate leadbeateri, adult. CREST = length of the longest feather, 

sample from Queensland.  

Measurements in millimeters 

 MALES FEMALES MALE mollis FEMALE mollis 

WING 273.8 267.5 259.4 260.7 

TAIL 141.6 142.3 139.7 139.7 

BILL 30.6 30.2 29.6 30.0 

TARSUS 24.7 24.1 23.9 24.4 

TOE C 41.6 41.0 42.5 41.5 

CREST 102.6 104.2 105.4 105.6 

Sample from HANZAAB 
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WEIGHTS  
 

measurement in grams 

 MALE FEMALE 

Leadbeateri (NSW)  273.8 381.4 

Mollis (WA) 353.5 380.4 

Leadbearteri (WA)  424 392 

 

3.1.2  Sexual Dimorphism 

 

There are two ways to determine the sex of a Major Mitchell’s 

Cockatoo. Sex can be determined by the crest. The feathers in the 

crest of the cock are closer together, whereas in the hen there is a 

slight separation between each feather. The hen tends to have a 

wider yellow band in the crest while the cock has a narrower, 

brighter and more uniformed yellow crest band, although this is 

not applicable in C.l.mollis. Also this form of dimorphic features 

isn’t always present and shouldn’t be used to justify a sex. 

 The eye colour can also determine the sex of a Major Mitchell’s 

Cockatoo. The eye colour of the cock is dark brown or black, 

whereas the hen has a redish light brown eye colour. In young 

chicks, the eye colour of the cock and hen is the same, changing around eight months of 

age.  

 

3.1.3 Distinguishing Features 

 It is unlikely to be mistaken for any other species. As its pink under 

parts, white upperparts, superb white and rose-pink crest (females 

with a  strong yellow band), and deep rose pink under wing and 

under tail make it one of the most striking of all parrots; the head 

appears broad and blunt in the field. The much larger Salmon 

crested-cockatoo also has pink plumage but is completely different. 

It has short wing beats and when it lands it flares it crest. The white 

upper wing and pink under wing with its narrow white border make 

the species virtually unmistakable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
C.l.leadbeateri hen showing 

distinctive yellow band and 

separated feathers in crest 

 
Pic2.3 – example of 

the major -

nominate 

 
Cock- mollis 

 
Hen - Mollis 

 
Nominate – cock on 

bottom hen on top. 

Notice crest difference 
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3.2 Distribution and Habitat 

The Major Mitchell’s Cockatoo inhabits inland Australia, covering areas of south 

Queensland, Western New South Wales, North West Victoria, Upper and central South 

Australia, Southern and Western Northern Territory, and most of Western Australia, 

mainly focusing on the inner east and a small population just about Perth on the south 

west.  

It is common in areas around the Great Australian Bight (In South Australia) although at 

times irregularly distributed, and usually seen in pairs or small flocks in other areas 

through this range. 

The major Mitchell’s Cockatoo inhabits dry scrubland, open woodlands and farmlands 

and arid, harsh grasslands, mulga, malle, cypress and acacia woodland never far from 

water supply  

They join Galahs to feed on split grain. They are also occasionally found in She-Oak 

Casuarinas and cypress pines Callitris. 

Vagrants and aviary escapes may be sighted and also attempt to breed well outside 

normal distribution. 

Introductions – In 1926, a flock of Major Mitchells either escaped or were liberated in 

Suva, Fiji, but did not establish. Also a small colony was introduced to Sydney, though in 

Sydney though could just be released house pets.  

 

Its general range has decreased over the years due to deforestation and other pests, the 

exception being Queensland where it has moved east arriving at St George in 1930’s and 

number increased (Forshaw). 

 

 
Pic.4 – Map of Australia, generally areas Major Mitchells 

have been recorded. 
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3.3 Conservation Status 

It is recognized internationally as least concern under the IUCN Red List of Threatened 

Species. 

Many proposals from independent states have been made to conserve this species within 

each territory.  

 

3.4 Longevity 

3.4.1 In the Wild 

 

Longevity in the wild is unknown as no records have been kept on a long term study. 

Generally we would believe they live up to 60 years (Shepard 1986). 

3.4.2 In Captivity 

 

The life span for the Major Mitchell’s cockatoo is unknown. Most of the birds listed in 

the studbook are wild caught birds acquired as adults. There are several birds that are 

known to be at least 30 years old or more, based on their length of time in captivity. 

Future records would benefit.  

 

One Major Mitchell's Cockatoo that has become quite famous 

is "Cookie," a beloved resident of Illinois' Brookfield Zoo near 

Chicago since it opened in 1934. Cookie is at least 75 years old 

but still enjoys whistling at and preening for visitors. 

 

 

3.4.3 Techniques Used to Determine Age in 
Adults 

 

There is currently no known technique to determine the age of adults. The only indication 

is from records of captive bred adults. One way to get a rough idea of the age of a 

cockatoo adult is in its behavior; how well it knows roosting locations, what vegetation it 

finds , does it go to a site that used to be high in nutrition but now has nothing? And how 

well they react to breaking a nut open. Are they the first to go to a tree? 

 

 
Cookie, a parrot that is at least 75 

years old housed in Brookfield 
Zoo 
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4 Housing Requirements 

4.1 Exhibit/Enclosure Design 

 

  When planning you should consider how many birds you are planning to put 

in the enclosure, is it for a pair or a single bird or a colony. It is not suggested to 

have a large colony for these birds. Generally an aviary of 4 to 5 metres long will 

allow these birds to be able to get adequate exercise (for 1 to 3 birds in the same 

cage).  The aviary should be about 1.5 to 1.8 metres wide and about 2.4 metres 

high.  Some breeders use 1.2 meter wide cages with a height of 2.1 metres. Of 

course the larger the better. When setting up an aviary make sure to have easy 

keeper access. In a large aviary the walk way should be able to carry a 

wheelbarrow through.  

  All cockatoo aviaries should have heavy gauge wire; Recommend having a 

16-12 gauge wire mesh 12.5mmx 25mm or 25mm x 25 mm square. You should 

wash and scrub all new wires as it may contain harmful chemicals, with water and 

vinegar.  

 It is recommended not to house too many Major Mitchell’s together, generally 

3 maximum. 

 Woven or netting bird wire is not suitable as the cockatoos can bend and break 

out of these materials in no time. Painting the wire can make it easier to view your 

cockatoo. A cockatoo should not be able to get his head out of the wire  

 Perches made from natural tree branches is preferred and there should at least be 

2-3 perches per bird, Perches should be of good quality but not expensive, as the 

cockatoo will most likely destroy the perches. Recommended branch species 

would be tea-tree or red gum with a diameter of 5cm-8cm, as these are thicker and 

better suiting their feet. These can be fixed onto the aviary by a V holder or a 

pergola bracket (good for man timber and red gum perches). The perches should 

be placed at the front of the aviary and the back of the aviary, with one that has 

access to sunshine and rain and the other sheltered. Though when placing perches 

make sure there is enough flight space.  

 It is ESSENTIAL to have an airlock in 

every aviary.  

 Having natural plants isn’t recommended 

unless the plant is well established as 

cockatoo will demolish new plants, instead 

set up PVC tubes which can hold browse to 

mimic a natural environment and allow for 

chewing and relief of boredom  

 Food and water container should if not on a 

display exhibit be as close to the door as 

possible to minimize interaction with the 

bird and for faster and effective cleaning 

and feeding., in a large exhibit it would be 

recommended to use a bowl that is disguised as a rock (for aesthetic purposes), 

 
Pic- V holder  

 
 

 
Example of a basic design for a cage in its 

measurements 
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preferably with stainless steel inside coating to make for easy cleaning. All bowls 

should be heavy and impossible for the cockatoos to move. When placing them in 

the enclosure do not to place under any perches or in direct sunlight, if they are 

placed under perches the cockatoo’s are likely to drop faeces into the food or 

water, if they are placed in direct sunlight, the vitamins and minerals of the food 

decreases.  

 Sprinkler systems can also be used for water and bathing, this also provides 

enrichment, metal piping must be used. 

 Night lights should be considered for your aviary, a soft glow light should be in 

place, these should be installed in the walkway areas of an exhibit, and a 240volt 

system would be fine. These would enable more time for parents to feed, and 

make the cockatoos feel secure and find their nest/roost, also allows them to 

detect predators.  

 Security – A security system should be set up such as padlocks to keep stock safe 

and prevent cockatoos opening the enclosure 

 If replicating a wild exhibit, a fake pond or river system near the nest or trees 

would help settle the birds, and also make the exhibit look more natural and 

aesthetically pleasing.  

 

Recommended plant species: 

 Thready-barked She-oak  

 Dwarf She-oak  

 Bailey's Cypress Pine  

 Rusty Fig  

 Camden White Gum  

 Murray Red Gum  

 Sugar Gum  

 Western Coolibah, 

 Paddy Melons 

 Scrub She Oak  

 Sandpaper Fig 

 Lilly pilly 
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Examples of Housing  

 

 
 

  
 

4.2 Holding Area Design 

 

 The recommended minimum conventional 

aviary size to house one pair of Major Mitchells 

is 4 metres long x 1.5 metres wide x 2.2 metres 

high. If room permits, the larger the better. 

Conventional aviaries are erected from the 

ground level, this allowing the birds access to the 

ground or floor. This allows for the adding of 

such furniture’s as perches trees, logs and 

grasses. 

 Being built from the ground up, conventional 

designs need to be rodent, or in some areas snake 

proof, which can be difficult as these pests don’t 

require a very large hole to enter the aviary. To 

keep such vermin from entering, concrete 

footings can be erected and sunk below ground 

level to a minimum depth of 50cm.  

Flat iron or other suitable sheet materials may 

also be used for this purpose. Conventional 

aviaries with earthen floors give a natural look; 

however, paved or concrete floors are easier to 

keep clean and are more hygienic. Aviaries are 

easily serviced by simply sweeping or if on a 

slope can be hosed down. Concrete floors will 

also help in combat against pests.  
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Suspended aviaries are also suitable. They are cheap and easy to construct, maintain and 

move. The dimensions to make suspended aviaries should be the same your standard 

aviary, they can be smaller.  

 

 

 

4.3 Spatial Requirements 

 

There are no DPI standards on housing of cockatoos, though the minimum cage size 

recommended for a cockatoo is 90cm square x 90cm high, allowing the bird to extend its 

wings fully without touching any of the sides of the cage. Horizontal measurements are 

more important than vertical in cage sizes, as Major Mitchells tend to move from side to 

side rather then up and down. A cage this small should only be used for temporary 

housing such as a hospital cage or pet cockatoos, which come out often. I would 

recommend an aviary at least 5 metres by 1.2 metres by 2 metres high, with a heavy 

gauge wire, and all metal construction, as a minimum, to allow walking, flight, perching 

and space to easily place in branches from time to time. Most common factor you will 

find with small cages is the Major Mitchell cant exercise, fly or relieve boredom and they 

will become obese or self mutilate, so small cages should be avoided. 

4.4 Position of Enclosures 

 

Enclosures should be facing North to North east (in the southern hemisphere). As in 

summer the sun hits the back of the aviary reducing the amount of sun and heat exposed 

in the aviary, while in winter the sun is exposed to the aviary relieving from cool 

temperature and giving sun exposure. Facing north also protects from inclement weather, 

including prevailing southerly wind and rain. 

If you have no other choice but to face your aviaries south or west, thought must be given 

to protecting the aviary front, preventing the birds from being exposed to bad weather. 

Another important factor in positioning the aviary is not to have them facing a light 

source, such as a store house that you may turn on late at night and the light reflects 

straight into the enclosure.  

 

4.5 Weather Protection 

 

Facing the cage north to prevent harsh weather as mentioned in 3.4.  

Having a thick, well ventilated cage will reduce heat and prevent wind becoming too 

harsh. Also making sure the enclosure is securely placed into the ground. Proper drainage 

to prevent flooding is highly recommended, as well as having the enclosure on a general 

slope.  

Having such things as trees around the areas where winds hit the most can slow down the 

offset of high winds; also a small drain outside the aviary will help assist in flooding 

reduction.  
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Installing water sprinklers or having a strong water source near the aviary will help cool 

down aviaries during the hotter days but also help save the aviary and the cockatoo’s in 

the event of a fire. 

In southern states outdoor caging must be protected from opossums to prevent exposure 

to the parasite Sarcocystis falcatula which can result in a fatal lung infection. 

4.6 Temperature Requirements 

 

There are no legal temperature requirements but it is suggested to keep the enclosure at 

around 27’C to 30’C. Weather that is too cold causes birds to use more of their energy to 

try to keep warm. The temperature can be hotter but it is best to keep their enclosure 

temperature that of their body temperature this helps the bird relax with ease not use as 

much energy and causes less stress.  

 

4.7 Substrate 

 

There would be different substrates for different reasons. If it is a smaller cage or 

multiple cages or a suspended cage, newspaper flooring could be used as this is easy to 

clean, easy to collect faecal samples and relatively easy on the birds feet. Offer something 

like multiple perches which should be in place to allow their feet to grip onto something 

different. 

In a holding space or actual display exhibit, amounts of various substrates can be used, 

each with their own pros: 

 Gravel – easy on their feet, can hide seed and nuts in the gravel for 

foraging, can play with the gravel easier to clean and maintain, gravel 

doesn’t collect faecal and grow bacteria, easy to use for drainage. 

 Sand – Also doesn’t collect bacteria from food and faeces can be fairly 

easy to rake, have a more natural feel to their normal environment in the 

wild. It is also easy to dig in some grasses such as tussock and rocks.  

 Astro turf – looks more natural and feels a bit more natural. Fairy easy to 

clean, just sometimes the cockatoo can dig it up.  

 Concrete – more desirable for holding facilities, easy to clean, lasts a long 

time and generally give no foot complications 

 Natural dirt and grass – Good for displays and holding facilities, as it’s a 

more natural feel, problem is weeds that can grow in the dirt and harder to 

clean and maintain.  

 Woodchips – Another feel for their legs. If you wash expose to sun and let 

air through it should not have any bacteria issues.  

 

4.8 Nestboxes and/or Bedding Material 

REFER to 10.10 for nest boxes, designs and measurements. 
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Wood chips, stripes of bark, layer of smooth pebbles 10-13 cm thick, shredded paper, 

sawdust and peatmoss are all suitable. General make up is 50% sawdust and 50% 

peatmoss which are laid 10m to 12cm deep in the bottom.   

4.9 Enclosure Furnishings 

 

To give the cockatoo a more natural feel to its normal habitat. Multiple perches of 

different texture should be added. A nesting log should be included if you are wanting to 

breed, also if you’re intending to breed a lake or pond will go a long ways, as majors in 

the wild are always naturally close to a water source.  

Such things as gravel, large rocks and tussocks grass can provide areas in which 

cockatoos forage around and in many cages dig up and play around with. 

Many toys can also be added (later described in section 9). Tunnels can also be used for 

cockatoos as they can provide something for them to explore and even possibly forage in. 

Adding PVC tubes in an enclosure and adding natural branches is fundamental as it 

prevents them from boredom, destroying other furnishing in the exhibit and acts as a food 

source. 
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5 General Husbandry 
 

5.1 Hygiene and Cleaning 

 

A regime would consist of you first analyzing the bird, and its health, and then a hose 

down of the exhibit getting rid of any faeces, recording food eaten, feeding out new food, 

and replacing branches if needed. When you are cleaning an enclosure make sure to look 

for cracks and any seeds that can be within the lining as these will germinate and can 

cause fungal infections within the aviary. 

If you were to disinfect the enclosure you would use a disinfection such as VirkonS™ 

with 5% sodium hypochlorite at a concentration of 50ml/litre of water  

To clean perches daily you would use an avian friendly cleaner such as Avicleanse 

Water bowls should be cleaned daily and fresh water given if it’s a filtrated water feather 

or pond; you would generally clean it once a week.  

As with perches, it really varies on the animal, if the perches last long enough because the 

cockatoo isn’t destroying the branch then you replace it every 6 months. All new 

branches should be disinfected before they get put into the aviary.  

Nesting material should be changed after every breeding season and left clean until the 

next, as the only thing it will house is mites and other invertebrates.  

Substrates generally don’t need to be changed unless you use newspaper. This should be 

changed daily. 

Browse should be soaked or washed well in plain water 

General domestic agents should be avoided unless cleaning bowls.  

5.2 Record Keeping 

 

When working Major Mitchells its best to take records when doing rounds in the morning 

rounds, record any unusual or different happening within the aviaries. These records 

should be consulted with fellow keepers. Records can be kept in the form of a diary, card 

system, note book or computer programs. Different types of records. 

 

General records when cleaning in the morning  

 Any change in behavior 

 Current diet 

 Any changes in diet or food not eaten 

 If water hasn’t been touched 

 How old the animal is  

 Acquisition of where it came from 

 Weights and measurements done weekly/monthly 

 Any notes in reference to a suspected sick animal 

If a cockatoo is sick, records should be kept of the problem, such as 

 Identification – name, enclosure etc  
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 How long has it been sick 

 What action has been taken 

 How long has the bird been in a heat source 

 What medications are you using 

 How long is the medication 

 Did the bird die or survive 

Breeding records should include 

 Which pair of cockatoos are the parents 

 Signs shown by male or female indicating readiness to breed + dates 

+times 

 Dates of copulation 

 Conditions  (weather) 

 How many eggs and when were they laid 

 When did the young hatch 

 How many hatched 

 When were they leg run or microchipped? What are the ring numbers or 

microchip details? 

 How many fledged 

 What sex are the young 

 Where did the young go? Other zoo in collection, released etc. 

Incubation and hand rearing records should include 

 Incubator and brooder temperatures and observations 

 Formula details 

 Feeding volumes and intervals 

 Weight and growth rate records 

 General hand rearing observations 

 Physical development of chick 

 Weaning food and details 

5.3 Methods of Identification 
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To enable you to keep accurate records of your cockatoos, you must be able to identify 

each individual bird. There are two recognized methods of achieving this, leg ringing or 

the placing of a microchip under the bird’s skin. Photo I.D can be used but not 100% 

accurate or helpful, temporary methods such as painting wings or wing bands can be 

used.  

 Leg Ringing 

Leg ringing (banding) chicks is an easy and convenient method of 

indentifying your Major Mitchell. There is a large selection of leg rings 

available, ranging in colour, size and number combinations to suit all birds. 

Rings can be personalized, indicating numbers or letters.  

There are two types of leg rings available – split rings which can be opened 

up and placed around the leg of any cockatoo weather young or adult, and 

closed rings which must be placed on the cockatoo’s leg between the ages 

of 10-14 days. Split rings can be chewed and make the ring tighter.  

When closed ringing a cockatoo chick, hold the three longest toes forward, 

slipping the ring over these three toes. Push the ring up over the joint of the 

foot, sliding the smaller tower back between the leg and the leg ring. The 

back toe can be flicked out using a toothpick or small, pointed tool 

between the leg and the toe to pull he toe out from under the band.  

 

Microchipping 

Microchips are small electronic devices (silicon chips) that are injected into birds and 

other animals to provide permanent identification. These chips are coded with a series of 

numbers and letters that can be read by a transponder (scanner). Microchips are 

implanted by a veterinarian, generally by injection, into the left of the pectoral muscle. 

The chip code is recorded at the time of implantation and is registered with a central 

registry on computer.  

 

 

 
Pic 5.1 – a Variety of 

leg rings 

        
Series of photographs showing fitting of a leg band Pic 5.2 

1 and 2: The band or ring is placed over the three longest toes and moved down until meets the 

fourth toe. 

3 and 4: Gently pull the toe through the ring until it is located correctly on the chick’s leg. 
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Pic 5.3 –Microchipping equipment 

from top to bottom – applicator, 

identification tag, needle and 

silicon microchip 

  

 

5.4 Routine Data Collection 

 

In order to have a high blood diversity, inbreeding must be kept at a minimul. Routine 

data collection would include the following. 

 Acquisition- where was the animal acquired, wild or captive 

 Exports- Where you sent away your collection 

 Wild caught- record what areas it was caught from 

 Growth weights  of successful young 

 Parental DNA chart  

 Banding information if study a family group or wild  

 How many eggs were not successful  

 Where disease has struck and if it spread 

 

6 Feeding Requirements 
 

6.1 Diet in the Wild 

 

Omnivorous: seeds of grasses and herbaceous plants, fruits, roots and bulbs and insect 

larvae. 

6.2 Captive Diet 

 

Containers to use – Stainless steel bowls, Ceramic bowls (to prevent them pushing them 

over).  

General captive diets consist of either a  

  -pellet diet (ingredients in appendix), such as Paswell Parrot Pellets, 25 to 40g 

with a cob of corn, some fruits like apples, kiwi fruits, silver beat, oranges and mung 

 
Pic 5.4 – Microchip transponder 
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beans daily. Usually you would add some calcium supplements or 2 teaspoons of 

Wombaroo Insectivore Rearing Mix, twice weekly. During the breeding season you 

would increase by 1.5 or 2 times the normal amount.  

A yearly fed  

  -seed mix is also commonly used in the same amounts of the pellets, though it 

may get feed 5-7 days of the week. Better seed mix would be a Budgeriger seed mixed 

with grey-stripped sunflower seed. Though you want to remove the sunflower seed as it 

is fatty and you can use as a reward treat for conditioning. Budgeriger seed mixed is 

comprised of 33% Japanese Millet, 10% canary seed, 10% panicum, 32% French white 

millet and 15% hulled oats. Once all these seeds are mixed thoroughly the mixture is 

coated with Vitamin A and E rich oil (not cod liver oil).  

 

Diet used at Sydney Wildlife World for 2 adult female Major Mitchells 

 1 cup of parrots pellets 

 1 corn on the cob (chopped into pieces) 

 Half a cup of mung beans 

 Supplements added daily – e.g sunflower seeds nuts, and sprouted seed. 

 

With both diets a variety of a fruit and vegetables are essential, as they add fiber and 

vitamins not generally found in seed and not as much in pellets, though the general 

concern is the high water levels so you don’t feed out as much.  

Soaked and sprouted seeds are also commonly used food source, especially given during 

breeding seasons for their high protein. When seeds are immersed in water the process of 

germination begins. The sprouting process increases the level of easily digested sugars 

and the level of vitamins and amino acids essential to life. A soaked seed mix consisting 

of equal parts of mung bean, wheat, barley and grey-striped sunflower is the common 

make up. Prepare by soaking the seed mix in water and cleansing agent such as 

Avicleans™ for 8-12 hours, rinse thoroughly with fresh water, drain and feed to your 

birds. If you wish to sprout the seeds, leave for a further 24 hours after draining, until the 

seeds start to germinate. A frozen vegetable mix containing peas, carrots corn and beans 

is thawed and mixed with the soaked or spouted seeds.  

It is stressed that soaked or sprouted seeds should not be left for long periods in the 

aviary, as bacteria may develop. It is also recommended to use stainless steel bowls 

which are very easily cleaned and disinfected to prevent bacteria-related diseases.  

 

Toxic Foods: Avocado, Chocolate, Coffee, Salt Chocolate: coffee, and cocoa contain 

theobromine, which is toxic to birds.  

 

Water -Water constitutes over 50% of a bird’s total body weight. As with humans they 

can lose water through evaporation and excretion in the urine, which is greater than 

through normal metabolism. Fresh, clean water should be provided daily.  

6.3 Supplements 
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Supplementary foods, to provide extra protein, vitamins, minerals 

and in some cases as therapy to prevent boredom, can also be fed to 

your cockatoos as daily food sources. 

Cockatoos will readily accept peanuts, walnuts, brazil nuts, almonds, 

bones such as cooked chicken lamb or pork chops, provided these 

are removed before they spoil. Various types of Wholegrain breads, 

boiled eggs and dog biscuits will also be enjoyed.  

The seeds from various trees can be collected weekly, kept in 

containers and fed daily. Tree branches or bushes will provide many 

hours of entertainment and nutrients for cockatoos, climbing and 

chewing nuts and leaves. This activity can assist in prolonging the 

life of perches and prevent boredom, which can lead to 

psychological problems such as feather plucking. 

Examples of some of native eucalyptus gum nuts that can be 

gathered and given to your cockatoos are illustrated in the 

drawings. Pic 3.4 

Grit and Calcium – Grit and calcium are essential to the 

cockatoos’ diet providing beneficial components for the birds’ 

skeletal structure and the formation of the egg shell. They should 

be available at all times of the year, however, hens consume grit 

and calcium products on a more regular basis during the breeding 

season  

 Grit mix recipe – Combine medium shell grit, charcoal, 

cuttlefish bone and washed fine river sand. These ingredients are 

ground and mixed thoroughly together using an old meat mincer. 

Calcium blocks, beneficial to the birds are also home-made. 

 Calcium Block recipe: 

 1 25kg bag casting plaster (plaster of paris) 

 1 kg sulphur 

 1 kg medium shell grit 

 1 kg calcium carbonate 

 1 kg seaweed meal  

 5mls iodine (liquid) mixed in 16 litres of 

water 

Mix the dry ingredients and add the water/iodine mix to form 

a plaster-like substance. Place into two-litre ice-cream containers (an ideal size) and 

when set remove for use.  

It is also worth mentioning that cuttlefish bone and calcium blocks can often be 

insufficient sources of calcium to cockatoos due to them not ingesting enough. In water 

calcium supplementation may be required before and during breeding season. 

 
Pic 3.1 – grit and clium mix 

 
Pic 3.2 – grit mix made with 

a mincer 

 
Pic 3.3 – Cuttlefish bone 
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6.4 Presentation of Food 

 

Food can placed anywhere in the exhibit and can be presented in anyway. For most of the 

year you would generally place food in stainless steel bowls handing up attached to the 

aviary, generally closer to the door for easy maintenance, or in ceramic bowls that are 

generally build to be above the ground or on the ground and there too heavy to move and 

also to strong for the cockatoos to destroy. Also this prevents rodent problems 

Don’t place bowls under perches as the cockatoo may put faecal matter in its food and 

water. 

Different ways to present food would be to mix seeds and nuts with gravel, so they have 

to forage, placing or digging in sprouted seed so they also have to forage for that, a use of 

toys with treats inside them later explained in section 9. Branches on native trees with 

seeds and fruits can put in PVC tubes so the cockatoos can forage chew and sharpen their 

beaks amongst the new branches.  

Also for enrichment you can spike the fruit on trees.  

 

7 Handling and Transport 
 

7.1 Timing of Capture and Handling 

 

It is advisable to do it early morning , before a feed, and when the temperature is cool, 

this allows some time in trying to capture the bird and it want over exhaust itself. Also if 

being captured early and let go early it has time rest and familiarize itself with its 

surroundings. Avoid catching a bird during the heat of the day as this can cause stress to 

the point of death. 

7.2 Catching Nets 

 

When selecting a suitable catching net for this species consideration should 

be given to the following. 

 Size- diameter and depth of the net being sufficient for the 

size of the bird and prevents escape. 

 Padded rim- preventing death or injury when catching birds 

 Material – A closely woven fabric is preferable to a mesh 

fabric in which the bird may grip or claw and become 

entangled. A dark coloured fabric is preferable to a lighter 

colour.  

Aim to catch the cockatoo in flight as this is the safest way to prevent 

injury to the bird. A catching net is designed to catch a bird and should 

never be used to carry or transport it, even from aviary to aviary.  

It is very important to wash your catching net on a regular basis. They are easily washed 

and disinfected by hand without causing any damaged to the net. 

 

 
Pic 4.1 – a 

catching net 
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7.3 Capture and Restraint Techniques 

 

Everyone who owns and keeps birds will at some stage have 

to catch and handle them and it is very important that this is 

done with the minimum of fuss and stress for both bird and 

keeper. Some Aviculturists prefer to use gloves when handling 

Major Mitchell’s, However this method of restraint can be 

dangerous, as gloves, although protecting the handler’s hands, 

may make it very difficult to feel the pressure that you may be 

exerting on the bird. This pressure could cause death or 

serious injury to your cockatoo if care is not taken. 

Holding a bird too tightly around the chest area can restrict its 

air intake, causing suffocation. Bare hands give much more 

control. 

Hold the bird with one hand, using the thumb and index finger 

to grip the back of the neck area, restricting movement of the head, 

and making it impossible for the bird to move around or bite. Your 

other hand can be used to hold the feet and wings while you examine 

the bird 

Another method of restricting the birds movement, while 

administering medicine or making a physical examination, is by 

holding the bird in the of the neck area as described before, wrap its 

body in a towel or cloth, this leaving a hand free to crop feed or 

examine the bird  or hold the birds body against yours.  

 

   

  

  

7.4 Weighing and Examination 

 

An animal should be weighed in terms of transportation of 

long distances before sending them off (or when captured in 

general to prevent doing the same procedure twice), and 

when receiving the animal. This can indicate how well the 

animal did in the transportation phase, if it was too stressed to 

eat and help indicate what actions to take next.  Examination 

before and after is also important for the same reasons, 

should inspect after too see if the animal freaked out and 

caused harm to itself, but to also note scars it may have and wasn’t caused during this 

procedure.  

Weighing and examination can be made a whole lot easier with conditioning, condition 

an animal to go to a scale, to lift its wings, is relatively easy and saves a lot of time, 

hassle and stress to the bird. 

 
Pic 4.2 – restraining with a  
towel 

 
Pic 4.3 – Restraining a 

cockatoo 

 
Pic 4.4 – Restraning 

with one hand while 

medicating 
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7.5 Release 

 

On the day the new birds are to be released into their new aviary it is advisable to do so 

early morning, as this allows the birds all day to explore their new home, find seed, water 

and a roosting place etc. Try not to spend too much time near the aviary on the first day, 

allowing the bird’s time to settle in. Observe from a distance. 

Most importantly, make sure that the day you release your cockatoo is warm and sunny, 

especially if they have been quarantined inside, away from the elements for some time. 

Stand facing into the aviary and either open the cage on the ground or release from from 

your hands onto the ground facing away from you.  

 

 

 

7.6 Transport Requirements 

7.6.1 Box Design 

When constructing containers for shipment of birds, the normal 

habits and necessary freedom of movement must be considered. 

For general transport purposes, birds will be carried only in closed 

containers. The container must be well constructed and be able to 

withstand other freight damaging it or causing the structure to 

buckle or collapse. It must be constructed of non-toxic materials. 

Chemically impregnated wood may be poisonous and must not be 

used.  

The container must be suitable to keep the bird inside at all times 

and protect the bird from unauthorized access. The door must be 

constructed so that accidental opening cannot occur, either from the inside or the outside. 

Allowing two access door cans be useful. 

The container must not cause the bird to damage itself. All inside 

edges must be smooth or rounded. There must be no sharp 

projections, such a nails, upon which the bird can injure itself. 

Joints of a wooden container must be made so that they cannot 

be damaged by a bird’s beak or claw from the inside. 

The container must be clean and leak-proof. If it is being reused, 

it must be thoroughly disinfected or sterilized. Absorbent 

bedding must be provided by the shipper that is suitable for the 

species. Straw is unacceptable as many countries prohibit its 

importation. 

 

Pic 4.5 – A simple carry case 

generally used within a sate 

for short transports 

 

Pic 4.6 – A cheap and simple 

container for long distance 

transport. Cardboard mainly to 

blode light. 
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Handles and/or spacer bars must be provided to facilitate handling and preventing the 

ventilation openings becoming blocked by other freight. 

If forklift spacers are required they must be at least 5 cm (2 

in) thick. Allowance for the extra height must be made when 

calculating the dimensions of the container. 

Ventilation - The container must be adequately ventilated 

on at least three sides, with the majority of the ventilation 

being provided on the upper part of the container. There are 

exceptions to these requirements which are stated in the 

specific container requirement for that particular species.  

The ventilation openings must be small enough or baffled to 

prevent the egress of the bird and to avoid any part of the 

bird to protrude from the container. When ventilation openings are to be covered with 

wire mesh, the edges must have suitable protection to prevent injury to the birds. For 

small birds, all the openings must be covered with wire mesh. 

CONDITIONING FOR TRANSPORT AND WEIGHING 

This is an example of a Major Mitchell at Sydney Wildlife world. This is just an example 

to show how condition can be used. If you were to undertake in conditioning of your own 

animals it is advised to do a professional course. 

Joshua bridge is the word Good, his target is a Ring. First the scales are places far away 

from josh. Josh is then rewarded for touching the Ring (target). He is then later lured near 

the scale and again rewarded for touching the ring near the scale. Now when the ring 

touches the scale, he much touch the scale, when he does he get rewarded. Next Josh is 

rewarded slowly for going onto the scales. This is repeated a few times till he is 

comfortable with it. Next we make him stand in the middle of the scale, again being 

rewarded. After we get him comfortably on the scale, we reward him for staying there. 

We did this a few times till Joshua is comfortable with the scales.  Refer to pictures 

 
 

 

Pic 4.7 – A transport box that 

houses serveral animals, notice 

how each are sperate by the thick 

wire. 
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Next was getting Joshua into a pet pack. Firstly this is an awkward place for josh so we 

went slow. First placed treats in the pet pack. Luring him and bridging for when he got in.  

After he was comfortable going in and out, we started to assemble the pet pack slowly so 

he was comfortable with it. Then allowing him to go in and close the door for a while, let 

him out. Then we would raise the pet pack slightly, let it down and let him out, repeating 

this step till Joshua was comfortable for a long trip in the pet pack. Refer to pictures. 
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Example of some transport boxes 

An example of IATA standards. 

IATA CONTAINER REQUIREMENT 11 

  

Basic requirements applicable to all species of birds. See Exceptions CNG-01, GBG-

10 and USG-01 in Chapter 2 

Note 1: Special conditions applicable to small and medium seed-eating birds, small and 

large parrot-like birds, fruit-eating birds, insect-eating birds, small game birds and small 

wading birds are laid down in Container Requirements 11A to 11H. 

Note 2: For individual or small shipments of birds see Container Requirement 23. 

  

1. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 

(see Exception QF-01 in Chapter 3) 

Materials 

Wire mesh, wood, non-toxic plastic, fibreglass, synthetics and muslin or other light 

material. 

  

Principles of Design 
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The following principles of design must be met in addition to the General Container 

Requirements outlined at the beginning of this chapter. 

When constructing containers for shipment of birds, the normal habits and necessary 

freedom of movement must be considered. 

Wooden perches must be provided for such birds that rest by perching. The diameter of 

the perch must be large enough to permit the bird to maintain a firm, comfortable grip 

with its claws. The perches must be placed so that droppings do not fall into the food and 

water troughs, or onto other perching birds. They must also allow head room, so that a 

bird can move on and off the perch without hitting the top of the compartment/container 

and to perch without the tail being damaged, but perches must not be place too high off 

the floor. 

Quantities of birds must be limited to permit sufficient perch space so that each bird can 

perch at the same time. In addition, for small birds no more than approximately 50 must 

be contained in one single compartment, so as to avoid smothering by crowding. 

Non-perching birds must be provided with smooth raised wooden bars at intervals on the 

floor down the length of the container in order to give the birds secure foothold. 

Separate food and water troughs must be provided. They must be accessible for 

replenishment purposes and both ends and sides must have a flange to prevent spillage of 

water and food. Precautions must be taken to reduce the risk of drowning by floating a 

sponge or other suitable material on the surface of the water in the trough. 

Warning: Soldered tin must not be used. 

Whenever ventilation openings are to be covered with wire mesh, the edges must have 

suitable protection to prevent injury to the birds. For small birds, all the openings must be 

covered with wire mesh. 

Dimensions, where quoted, may vary according to the quantities being carried. 

Three-ply wood, wood or other material of equivalent strength, is generally regarded as 

suitable for the main structure, with a solid wooden framework, and ends of 1.3 cm (½ in) 

solid wood. 

There must be a door with an adequate fastening device, per compartment/container. 

To facilitate handling and ventilation a handgrip/spacer bar must be provided as 

illustrated. 

Meshed ventilation openings, approximately 2.5 cm (1 in) in diameter, must be provided 

at about 5 cm (2 in) spacing along the other three sides of the container. 
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The sloping front of the container must be covered with 0.3 cm (_ in) wire mesh to 

constitute 75% of the front. A muslin curtain which can be lowered over the outside front 

of the container must be provided. Ventilation openings must be covered with muslin or 

other light material that does not occlude ventilation to prevent possible inhaling of 

infectious droplets by handlers. 

Four perches approximately 1 cm (2/5 in) in diameter must be provided in the 

approximate positions indicated and must provide 3 cm (1 1/5 in) of perching space for 

each bird. 

Birds that fight must be packed in separate compartments. 

  

2. PREPARATIONS BEFORE DISPATCH 

(see Chapter 5) 

It is advisable the shipper must ensure that wild birds are held in captivity for 

approximately thirty days before dispatch to overcome the stress of capture and allow 

them to become accustomed to confinement and the new diet. The use of anti-stress tonic 

is beneficial. It is of utmost importance that all birds be given, under close supervision, an 

opportunity to drink an ample supply of water before departure. 

On no account must excess birds be loaded into a compartment or container to ensure 

against mortality. Species of widely differing sizes must not be mixed in the same 

compartment/container. 

  

3. FEEDING AND WATERING GUIDE 

(for emergency use only) 

Adequate food and water must be provided in the compartment/container by the shipper 

at the time of acceptance. Birds do not usually require additional feeding or watering 

during 24 hours following the time of dispatch. 

If feeding or watering is required due to an unforeseen delay, the shipper’s instructions 

must be followed. With the smaller species, it is essential to make sure that the sponge 

floats are well wet at the time of departure. 

  

4. GENERAL CARE AND LOADING 
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(see Chapter 5 and 10) 

Birds are very nervous by nature and containers must be handled carefully. The container 

must not be jolted or tilted unnecessarily. Excess light and noise must be avoided. Birds 

must be provided with water at the time of departure, transfer, layover and at destination. 

Birds will not feed in the dark and must be stowed in at least dim light sufficient for them 

to see their food. 

  

 

 

 

IATA CONTAINER REQUIREMENT 11D 

  

Special conditions applicable to parrot-like birds, large (including other large psittacines 

[parrot-like] birds over 23 cm [9 in] long): 

Amazon parrot species Grey parrot Macaw species 

Cockatoo species Parrot (large) species Scythbill 

Conure species Kakapo Touraco species 

Corella species Kea 

See Exceptions ARG-03, CNG-01, GBG-10, NGG-02, SAG-04 and USG-01 in Chapter 2 

and Exception LH-02 in Chapter 3. 

Note: Refer to Container Requirement 11 for basic requirement applicable to all species 

of birds. 

1. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION  

(see Exception QF-01 in Chapter 3) 

Materials 

Wire mesh, metal, wood, non-toxic plastic, fiberglass, synthetics and muslin cloth. 
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Principles of Design 

The container must be 

made of plywood or other 

wood with a minimum 

thickness of 0.5 cm (1/5 

in), or metal. Smooth 

wooden rails must be 

placed on the floor so that 

the birds can perch safely. 

Parrots have powerful 

beaks and the construction 

must reflect this fact. 

Numbers must be limited 

to permit sufficient floor space so that each bird can sit at the same time. In addition, for 

the smaller species, no more than 25 birds must be contained in any single compartment 

in order to avoid smothering by crowding. In the case of cockatoos, it is recommended 

that no more than six be put into one compartment/container. 

Separate accessible food and water trough must be provided with wide flanges to prevent 

spillage and a small enough access that the birds do not soak themselves. 

Water must be provided at the time of shipment. 

Kea and kakapo tend to be aggressive and must be shipped singly or in pairs. 

  

2. FEEDING AND WATERING GUIDE 

(for emergency use only) 

Birds do not usually need additional feeding during 24 hours following the time of 

dispatch, other than the seed provided in the troughs as specified in the Basic Container 

Requirements. 

If additional feeding is required due to an unforseen delay, seeds, e.g. sunflower, 

groundnut (natural peanuts), boiled maize, pine or brazil nuts and fruit must be provided. 
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7.6.2 Furnishings 

 

Wooden perches must be provided for birds that rest by perching. There must be 

sufficient perch space for each bird inside the container and enough height for the bird to 

perch with its head upright and its tail clear of the floor. The diameter of the perch must 

be large enough to permit the bird to maintain a firm, comfortable grip with its claws. 

The perches must be placed so that droppings do not fall into the food and water troughs, 

or onto other perching birds. 

Substrates like newspaper, Astroturf are your best choices.  

 

7.6.3 Water and Food 

 

Separate food and water troughs must be provided, either fixed inside the container or 

attached to it so that they are accessible for replenishment purposes. They must have 

rounded edges and be made of non-toxic material suitable for the species. Their ends and 

sides must have a flange to prevent spillage of water and food. Precautions must be taken 

to reduce the risk of drowning by floating a sponge or other suitable material on the 

surface of the water in the trough. Soldered tin water containers may be poisonous and 

must not be used. 

Shipper’s instruction for feeding and watering must be given in writing at the time of 

acceptance. Feeding and watering instructions must be affixed to the container and a copy 

of the instructions must accompany the shipping documents. Any feed or water given 

must be recorded on the container instructions with the date and time of supply. 
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Food must be provided by the shipper, but it must be checked that it does not contravene 

any regulations of the country (ies) of transit or importation. In the case of sealed 

container, feeding is not possible and the shipper must be aware of this fact. Likewise, 

products of animal origin, such as meat or food containing meat, must not be accepted 

inside the container for the same reason. 

 

7.6.4 Animals per Box 

 

Only transport one Major Mitchell per box. Even devoted breeding pairs have been 

known, when under stress, to attack, kill and maim others.  If they are more than one 

animal they must be separated from the others. 

 

7.6.5 Timing of Transportation 

 

Generally early morning or late afternoon when its cool. In summer, do not transport 

birds in the heat of the day, as this can cause stress or heatstroke.  

 

7.6.6 Release from Box 

 

Face the box to the enclosure where it can leave freely and fly onto a perch. Can also 

condition to go from box to arm and arm to perch. Key to success here is to let the 

cockatoo decide and to not put stress on it.  
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8 Health Requirements 
 

8.1 Daily Health Checks 

 

It is difficult to recognize a sick bird as their ability to hide signs of disease until they are 

too ill to continue hiding their illness is there natural defense this is referred to as a 

preservation response or reflex. A sick bird in a flock is  

 Persecuted by its flock-mates and either driven out or even killed, as a result of 

the ongoing struggle for social status, or to stop it from drawing the attention of 

predators to the flock itself, this behavior is still present in captivity. 

 More likely to be singled out by a predator and killed.  

So it is important for a keeper to notice signs of illness straight away as generally when u 

notice signs too easily the disease is well advanced. The best way to do this is to know 

what is normal for your birds and note any variations from this.  

It is best to observe the bird from a secret vantage point where possible, to detect its true 

behavior, as even a sick bird will tighten its feathers and look alert when approached. 

Some early changes are subtle and difficult to describe, such as changes in: 

 Changes in birds perching posture 

 How keenly its eats 

 How much it eats, some birds may appear to ear, merely picking up the 

food in their beaks and then drop it. 

 Changes in its behavioral routine, both when its by itself, such as boredom 

and causing self harm or its reaction to a keeper is its flight distanced 

decreased.  

 A Healthy bird should sit bright-eyed and upright on the perch with tight 

feathering. The wings should be carried evenly and the birds should use 

both legs with ease. 

 From afar, healthy birds at rest will perch on one leg, however some like 

to remain on both legs for a short periods, e.g. when dozing or during cool 

weather. In hot weather conditions, most cockatoos will perch on both 

legs, with their wings held out from their body. The trick is to know when 

this goes on for longer than is normal 

 Watch for when birds sitting fluffed for extended periods with the head 

under the wing. 

 Birds spending long periods on the aviary floor.  

 Shivering.  

 Straining to pass droppings  

 Tail bobbing can indicate respiratory problems  

 Exaggerated breathing (body moving when breathing) 

 Coughing 

 Sneezing  

 Vomiting 

 Excessive drinking 
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 Abnormal amount of fallen feathers 

 How much water has been drunk 

 The birds eyes – See if they are fully opened, look for any discharges, or if 

the eye is crusty. 

 The birds feet – Are they gripped firmly, clean and of a good colour, no 

discharge from fights 

 Discharges – in the eyes, nasal, cloacae or any bleeding. 

If at all suspicious, it is best to catch the bird and perform a physical examination as 

described in 8.2.2. 

Examining a birds dropping is an important way in which a bird’s health can be assessed 

and can often indicate the presence of disease before the bird shows other more obvious 

signs. A healthy bird’s droppings consist of three parts. The solid, dark coiled part in the 

middle is the faeces. This should be formed (i.e. tubular in shape) and may vary from 

dark green to black in colour. The white, paste-like portion is known as the urates, and 

the surrounding layer of clear liquid, the urine. The urine is usually noticed in fresh 

droppings, after which it is either absorbed or it evaporates. Changes in the amount, 

colour and consistency of these three components should be noted as they may indicate 

disease. IF the needs to be taken to an avian veterinarian, it is best to leave paper on the 

bottom of the cage for the veterinarian to see the droppings. Collecting a fresh sample in 

glad wrap or foil will help keep a droppings sample fresh until it can taken to a vet. 
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8.2 Detailed Physical Examination 

Example of a Physical exam form  

ROUTINE PHYSICAL EXAM FORM 

DATE:________________ SPECIES:__________ BIRD ID#:____________ 

LOCATION:_____________ WEIGHT:__________  

  

HEAD/BEAK REGION: 

EYE EXAM:_________________________________________________________ 

MAXILLA & MANDIBLE:__________________________________________________ 

ORAL CAVITY:_________________________________________________________ 

NOSTRILS:___________________________________________________________ 

EARS:______________________________________________________________ 

  

GENERAL FEATHER CONDITION:______________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

MUSCLE/ WEIGHT CONDITION:_______________________________________________ 

RESPIRATORY SYSTEM:___________________________________________________ 

CARDIAC SYSTEM:______________________________________________________ 

WINGS:_____________________________________________________________ 

BODY:______________________________________________________________ 

LEGS:_______________________________________________________________ 

FEET/ TOES:__________________________________________________________ 

ABDOMEN:___________________________________________________________ 

CLOACA/VENT AREA:_____________________________________________________ 
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8.2.1 Chemical Restraint 

 

The safest method of anesthesia is through the use of Isoflurane. A cone induction is the 

best approach, and the bird may be maintained in the cone or intubated. 

 

The bird should be induced at 5%, with oxygen at a flow rate of 1.5 - 2%. The Isoflurane 

should then drop to 2.5% - 3.5% after induction, as required. Intubated patients can be 

maintained at 2 - 3% Isoflurane with oxygen flow rate at 0.8 - 1%. Prior to and during a 

procedure, the bird's condition should be monitored carefully. 

 

 
 

8.2.2 Physical Examination 

 

REFER TO RESTRAINT TECHINQUES IN 7.3  

 

When doing a physical examination make sure u securely restrain the bird, when doing a 

physical examination you are looking for signs of illness or evidence of fighting. When 

doing a physical examination main points you are looking for are: Head, Body, wings, 

plumage, vents and bare parts.   

 

Body -Assessment of body condition can be done by feeling the amount of breast muscle 

coverage over the keel bone. Ideally, the muscle should curve convexly to come to a 

point at the sternum (breastbone). Birds in poor condition will have a prominent keel 

bone giving a ten-like appearance. Emaciated birds will have very little breast muscle 

present. With Major Mitchells obesity is a major problem. In severe cases, a ‘channel’ 

forms at the keel between the oversized breast muscle tissues which surrounds it on either 

side. Often there will be much fat both under and within the skin giving it a yellow 

appearance. When checking the body make sure to look for any lumps or cysts.  

Wings/plumage -You should open out the wings; the wings can be fully extended without 

stress or pain being inflicted on the bird. Should check that all feathers are uniform, 

checking the underside of the flight feathers, looking along the central vein where live 

may congregate. You can also ensure that the bird’s wings are not clipped or damaged, 

this also presents a good chance to see any damaged feathers and how their healing. Look 

for any missing feathers, any pinions sticking out, and check if any blood vessels are 

damaged; also see if the wings fold back into a good position. All cockatoos have 

‘powder down’ which dampens the colour of the plumage generally making it more pink, 

but be careful if the they have shiny beaks or poor feathering as this can indicate PBFD 
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Evidence of mites should also be checked. Mites are spread by direct contact and can be 

irritating to your bird and it will therefore rub the affected part of the body. Also check if 

the tail feathers are clean and undamaged.  

Bare parts/face – Next, examine the eyes. The eyes should be fully open, bright, clear and 

free of discharge. The nostrils and cere should be clear with no matting of feathers above 

them. The beak should be smooth and free of crack (unless scared), groove or bleeding, 

the upper and lower mandible should meet correctly and should not be distorted. In most 

cases an overgrown beak can be clipped and reshaped back. The beak should also be 

measured and weighed. 

Examine the bird’s feet and toes carefully, as any damaged or missing toes could result in 

infertility. Overgrown claws can be clipped back with nail clippers. Slipped claws and leg 

damage should also be checked. The feet should be evenly covered in scales. Watch for 

wart-like growths which can sometimes be found on the feet of cockatoos. The 

undersurface of a cockatoo’s foot will naturally be rough and uneven, due to the presence 

of numerous small bumps or papillae. When the underside becomes smooth and pink, the 

potential for infection and pain to develop are high. This condition is commonly known 

as bumble foot. Also check for cysts and lacerations. 

Vents- The vent on any bird should be clean. Vent staining is often a sign that all is not 

well with the bird. 

 

 

8.3 Routine Treatments 

 

Preventative medicine with avian species is still in its infancy, but great strides have been 

made in the treatment of many diseases. Husbandry and diet are the basis of any 

preventative medical protocol for psittacines. However, there is a need for continued 

research in these two areas. At this time no proven effective vaccines are available for 

diseases that occur in psittacine species.  

Best routine treatment is to monitor your animals health and weight and assess the animal 

and treat it when necessary.  

 

Current worming treatments available; 

Major Mitchell’s Average weight : 420grams 

Product Dosage Comments  

IvoMec™  1.0ml Treats roundworm and some capillaria dosing 

should be repeated in 14 days. Dilute 1 in 10 with 

water immediately before use. 

Avitrol Plus™, 1.6ml Contains levamosole and praziquantel, effective 

against roundworm, tapeworm and hairworm, can 

also give directly to crop at 1ml per 240 grams of 

body weight 

Panacur 25™ 08-1.6ml Treats roundworm and hairworm, should be given 3 

days consecutively, don’t use panacur 10, as it 

causes fatality. A dose of 5ml per litre of soaked 

seed fed for five days has also been recommended. 
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Other worming treatments include; Ivermectin, Moxidectin, Pycrantal pamoate, 

Praziquantel, oxfendazole, netobimin. Doses for these in appendix  

 

Overdosing can result in lack of coordination, leg and wing paralysis and even death.  

 

Please remember that of those listed; only Avitrol™ and Avitrol Plus™ are registered for 

use in birds and the manufacturer’s instructions have been given here. The other 

parasiticides are registered for other species of domestic animals. As such, all 

responsibility for the use of these drugs is totally in the hands of the user. It is inadvisable 

to worm birds in extremely hot weather, or to worm birds that are stressed or feeding 

young.  

8.4 Known Health Problems 

 

 

 

 

 

Virus Cause Signs Treatment Prevention 

Psittacine Circovirus 

Disease (PCD)  

       

Come intact with other 

birds who have this 

disease from either 

faeces or direct contact 

of either the bird or 

objects that bird had 

rested upon 

Acute form -Green or 

mucoid diarrhea 

Cronic form- detraining 

feathers, blood at base 

of quill. Plumage 

appears darker pink.  

Blood tests.  

Is no treatment, 

only 

experimental 

vaccines. Can 

prolong life with 

soft foods and 

vitamins and 

antibiotics 

Have your 

collection away 

from wild birds 

and also to 

quarantine all 

your new intake 

of birds. 

Avian Polyomavirus Come into contact with 

other birds who have 

the virus  

Chicks show bruising, 

pale skin, weakness or 

yellow urates. 

Supportive care 

and high 

hygiene 

Have your 

collection away 

from wild birds 

and also to 

quarantine all 

your new intake 

of birds. 

Chlamydiosis/Psittacosi

s 

Coming into contact 

with other birds who 

are infected with it.  

Mild depression, 

lethargy, rough plumage 

sneezing, inflamed 

watery eyes, yellow-

green or watery 

droppings and diarrhea, 

weight loss and 

occasionally tremors 

and fits 

Long term 

treatment with 

tetracycline 

antibiotics. 

Doxycycline 

(Psittavet™). 

Though birds 

can still be 

susptable. 

Treating birds, 

cleaning aviary 

floors. 

Disinfectant 

should be used. 
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Parasitic Worms Cause Signs Treatment Prevention 

Roundworms 

(Ascarids) 

Direct contact of 

infected 

droppings. 

Weight loss, 

lethargy, have 

diarrhea, can pass 

seed in droppings. 

Use a wormer Avoid sick birds, Quaratine 

new stock 

Threadworms or 

Hairworms 

(Capillaria) 

Direct contact of 

infected 

droppings. 

Diarrhea  Use a wormer Avoid sick birds, Quaratine 

new stock 

Tapeworms Direct contact of 

infected 

droppings. 

Weight loss, 

lethargy, have 

diarrhea, vomiting 

Use a Wormer Avoid sick birds, Quaratine 

new stock 

 

Fungal Cause Signs Treatment Prevention 

Aspergillosis Inhaling to the fungal spores, from 

transportation, poor ventilation 

inadequate nutrition, underlining 

disease such as PCD. 

Open mouthed 

breathing and tail 

bobbing, eight loss 

and green stained 

droppings.  

Anti-fungal 

medication 

ketoconazole  

Proper hygiene of 

organism and 

cleaning so no 

fungal spores can 

develop, removing 

wet patches 

Candidiasis Yeast candiada albicans, usually in 

digestive tract doesn’t harm till the 

bird immune system is lowered.  

Regurgitate or vomit, 

have slow crop 

emptying times and 

refuse food , sour 

smell from crop. 

Treat for other 

disease allowing 

this to become 

bad. Then use 

nystatin. In sever 

cases use  

ketoconazole. 

Supportive 

therapy, eg, fluids, 

vitamin A.  

Correct brooder 

and incubation 

humidity, make 

sure the animal 

doesn’t become ill 

to other diseases.  

Other Diseases and disorders 
Nutritional problems and 

diseases 

 

Obesity 

Vitamn A deficiency 

Rickets 

Fatty liver disease 

Lipomas 

Fibromas 

 

Protozoan Parasites 

 

External Parasites 

 

Heavy Metal toxicity 

 

Aggression and Traumatic 

injuries  

Feather plucking and self 

mutilation 
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8.5 Quarantine Requirements 

 

Note – while in quarantine, you can do specific training with the bird. Such as 

conditioning, physical exams and introducing new diets. Animals that can’t be treated, 

such as cockatoos with PFBD, should either be euthanized to prevent the main collection 

from getting infected or sent in a quarantine only area where this is no chance the bird 

would contaminate another bird. 

8.5.1 Quarantine holding facility 

 

Most reasons you would quarantine your major would be because it is new to the 

collection, you are sending it away to someone else collection or the animal may show 

signs of sickness. Quarantine is the practice of housing birds separately from an existing 

collection so their health can be monitored. Ideally it prevents the new bird from 

introducing any diseases which it may carry into the collection or vis versa. It will also 

give new birds a chance to acclimatize to their new surroundings and management.  

The type of quarantine facility can vary from the most simple to the most expensive. All 

that is required is a quiet, comfortable enclosure which is situated away from the other 

birds and their fed, furnishing etc, of a minimum dimension of 120cm cubed, in a warm, 

dry location. It should allow easy observation and maintenance of the birds.  

A suspended cage located in a quiet room is ideal. Suspended cages allow dropping to 

pass through the cage floor and so minimize the likelihood of birds re infecting 

themselves via their droppings. Newspaper can be placed under the cage to catch faeces 

and urine samples and if necessary, this paper can be folded, played in a plastic bag and 

taken to your veterinarian for analysis if there are any problems. 

When setting up a quarantine cage, or even locating newly acquired birds in their 

permanent aviary, food and water bowls should be placed close to a perch, which the bird 

can easily reach. Newly acquired cockatoos can sometimes be reluctant, in a new 

environment, to fly to food and water containers placed on the floor or away from 

perches.  

Aviary fittings (should be the same as exhibits), such as food containers, perches or toys 

should be only used in the quarantine area and never transported or placed in any other 

cage or aviary. In order to prevent disease transmission, all dishes and equipment used in 

the quarantine area should be washed separately to those from the rest of the collection 

and disinfected. Quarantine birds should be treated last of all in the daily routine. Avoid 

traffic back and forth between the quarantine area and the existing collection. 

Cockatoos should be quarantined for a minimum of 6 weeks or 45 days. As this is the 

general period in which common diseases can be detected. The quarantine should not 

finish just because the six week prescribed time limit is over, if there is any sign of 

disease, or if any test results are in doubt or the bird becomes ill during quarantine, it 

should be treated and quarantined as if it was from day one, and the 6 week period started 

again. During these six weeks 3 faecels should be taken. 

On the day the new birds are to be released into their new aviary it is advisable to do so 

early in the morning, as this allows the birds all day to explore their new home, find seed, 

water and roosting places etc. Try not to spend too much time near the aviary on the first 

day, allowing the bird’s time to settle in. Observe from a distance 
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Most importantly, make sure that the day you release your cockatoos is warm and sunny, 

especially if they have been quarantined inside, away from the elements for some times. 

It is imperative that as soon as your new bird has finished quarantine and you have 

moved it into its permanent café or aviary, that the quarantine cage, seed and water 

containers, perches and all other fittings within the quarantine cage are washed scrubbed 

and disinfected, ready for future use.  

 

 
Pic 8.1 – an example of a quaratine cage.  

8.5.2 Hospital cage 

The hospital cages generally address birds that are in quarantine because they are sick or 

suspected of having an illness. The hospital cage addresses the three most important 

needs of an ill bird, which are heat, water (hydration) and an energy source. Birds spend 

much of their energy maintaining their body temperature at an optimum level. By 

providing the bird with heat, it can utilize its limited energy to fight the illness and 

maintain other body functions. Heat can be provided by a heating lamp or globe, or by 

heating a small room. Ideally a temperature of 26-30’C should be maintained day and 

night for a sick bird. Same perching sizes as mentioned in section 4, use a maintenance 

diet and use newspaper flooring to collect faecal samples 

Regardless of the heat source, ensure that the bird cannot directly touch it and burn itself. 

Make sure that there is a bowl of water in the cage to add moisture to the air to prevent 

the bird from becoming further dehydrated. Do not forget to ensure that there is adequate 

ventilation whilst providing protection from draughts. Class fronted cages aren’t 

recommended as they have poor ventilation and can frighten the bird.  

The hospital cage should be situated in a quiet spot with subdued light to allow the bird to 

rest. Hydrating the bird can be achieved by administering fluids orally. By adding an 

electrolyte and energy source to the water, one can help the bird to maintain its energy 

levels and further help recovery. Products such as Polyaid™ and Emeraid™ are 

specifically designed for this use and when mixed according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions, can be given directly to the beak. For cockatoos, between 5mls-10mls of 
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fluid can be given at a time, it is better to give a small volume more often than to overfill 

the crop and risk the bird chocking. Larger volumes can be administered later on. 

A hospital cage is most useful for giving basic first aid to an ill bird, however if the bird 

has not recovered within a few days, veterinary attention will be required.  

 

Pic 8.2 – An example of a hospital cage 
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Behaviour 

 

8.6 Activity 

 

Cockatoo’s in the wild are generally extremely active birds. When there not sleeping 

around night time, they get up early at dusk and start to flock together to find a food 

source. The flock will find a large amount of tree’s or an extremely large tree and work 

together to eat through nuts on tree’s, fruit, foraging the group for sprouted seeds, new 

grasses and any vegetation they can dig up.   

In captivity however they have less options and knowledge of spots to be as active, s the 

time of activity in captivity purely relies on how much enrichment is provided. 

Also due to the cockatoos high activity their metabolism is high. 

 

8.7 Social Behaviour 

 

The main social behaviors of a cockatoo are play, grooming and flock formations. 

 

Play – Cockatoo’s are intelligent, cockatoo’s are often regarded as having the intelligence 

of a 5 year old and with that intelligence comes play and interest in their environment. 

They will often interact with most objects and in captivity all new objects will be 

acknowledged and in most cases destroyed. The cockatoo’s also love play with other 

Major Mitchell’s, placing two together will often result in them learning behaviours from 

each other, seeking security in the company of one and another and also the ability to 

play with an object together or even steal objects from one and another.  

Grooming – Preening is important in keeping their feathers in top condition for flying, 

reflecting light, and especially for major Mitchell’s where their plumage blends in with 

their environment and damage in the wild can put them at risk, in captivity this isn’t as 

necessary but the need to preen to be clean is still observed. Alo preening is also 

important as this help establishes relationships and trust in flocks, also keeper animal 

relationship. Mates generally only alo preen each other other hard to reach areas, e.g 

behind the neck. 

Flock Formations – There are two kinds of flock formations in Major Mitchell’s, the 

leaders and the followers. Leaders are the main group; they consist of older members of 

the group, some middle aged and newborns. The older member of the groups have the 

built in knowledge of such things as seasons and where to go for shelter, rain, food and 

nesting spots. They take around the younger ones so they know where these sites are. 

This leader group can consist of up to 25 Major Mitchell’s. The follower group consists 

of old members of the leader group. When the group becomes too large a few cockatoo’s 

generally 2 to 3 will break away from the main group and act on their own. The follower 

group though will stick near the leader group, until the follower group builds up enough 

members to create their own flock and become a leader group of their own. 

This knowledge can help aid in management of Major Mitchell’s in captivity, making a 

flock of cockatoo will create a leader group, and to separate a Major Mitchell it would be 
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wise to put it in an aviary next to main group, where they can see hear and see each other, 

when they finally get removed, they will have reduced stress. 

 

8.8 Reproductive Behaviour 

 

Generally there is no courtship when it comes to the Major Mitchell’s. (Forshaw) Says 

that the male struts towards the female displaying his crest, bobbing and swaying his 

head, and lifting his wings. The female also raises her crest and bows. Courtship birds 

make a soft chattering sound. When there going to breed and find a mate they generally 

do this earlier in their lives and it can takes years before a breeding pair is established. 

They become a pair when the male approaches the female and they begin to alo preen, 

though this behaviour can get mixed up with flock members grooming each other, a pair 

will often preen each other clock to the back of neck and scratch each other, this shows 

affection and trust.  

Generally during winter when the climate is cooler the pair will separate from the flock 

and start to occupy a hollow tree and line it and prepare for nesting. The male produces 

more hormones and becomes aggressive to other animals, only allowing time for its 

female partner.  

 

8.9 Bathing 

 

Bathing is a natural thing for birds and most of them enjoy bathing. In the wild, the Major 

Mitchell will follow the rains throughout Australia for bathing and the abundance of food 

that it will afford as a result. Also in these areas there is usually average annual rainfall. 

In captivity most enclosures are restricted to the natural environment, restricting from 

rain, this leads the cockatoo not getting wet, this makes them preen more and more to 

compensate for the lack of water and this generally leads to feather plucking. 

It is a good practice to absolutely soak the cockatoo when an opportunity arises generally 

the cockatoo will put itself in the position of getting wet in rainfall until you can see that 

beautiful black skin. For this to occur, a cockatoo must be literally soaked to the skin. In a 

healthy cockatoo, powder will be produced as the bird's feathers dry and this will become 

apparent by the dust on its beak as it preens after a shower. If your cockatoo is not 

producing powder you should consider visiting a trusted avian veterinarian for a 

consultation and examination to rule out an underlying condition. All healthy cockatoos 

will produce powder regardless of how wet they get.  

When you bathe the cockatoo they tend to strut and stroll, with wings held out in full 

lateral extension they will stroll through water to reap its full benefit. Surface area and 

lots of it is the preference here. Major Mitchell’s should be showered at least one or two 

times a week on their own. Give the cockatoo the option of a natural shower with the 

ability to move in and out of the water at will. All parrots love options and should be 

provided with as many as possible. Being forced into a single situation seems to make 

them cranky and given a choice seems to bring out the best in them. If there are trees to 

form a canopy to shelter them from downpours when they simply don't want to get wet, 
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we must understand this when they back off from being showered. Respect their 

decisions. 

Can also have dust baths. 

 

8.10 Behavioural Problems 

 

The two main common behavioral problems in Major Mitchell’s are biting and excessive 

screaming. These are often resulted from the lack of the following; Cage size, cage 

location, cage height (refer to housing section), height and shouldering, Boredom, 

insufficient exercise, sleep deprivation and also owners having control issues where they 

don’t spend time or set boundaries for the cockatoo. Providing plenty of these needs will 

decrease the frequency of the animal’s bad behaviour. Refer to 9.7 for further information 

on behavioral enrichment strategies. 

These behavioral problems lead to feather plucking if not addressed. 

 

8.11 Signs of Stress 

 

Cockatoo’s are extremely bright and intelligent animals. They don’t instantly show signs 

of stress, instead they show signs of aggression and when the aggression is not addressed, 

they then develop stereotypical behaviours and then stress. The main sign of stress is 

when its basic husbandries aren’t met, not enough food, no social interactions, the 

temperatures are too hot or too cold, the bird then will either feather pluck as a sign of 

stress or remain inactive. When it on the ground foraging and moving a lot it isn’t 

stressed, just bored and trying to find something to do, though this could be a sign for 

stress that might come from this. 

The most common cause of stress in cockatoo’s is removal from its previous living home, 

generally when its an instant move but signs of stress does still occur when moving is 

taking with extreme caution of the birds health. Also they become stressed when they are 

removed from their flock, this includes the owner or close keepers to the bird, who it then 

associates as their flock member or partner. Once removed it will search and vocalized to 

try and get the attention of others, once it is ignored it will then get stressed and start over 

grooming, eventually the bird will feather pluck and this is an extreme case of stress. 

Also they will hand from the top of the cage on the wire if there is. Also rocking. 

 

8.12 Behavioural Enrichment 

 

Behavioral enrichment for cockatoos can be targeted in many ways. From environmental 

changed, toys, training and conditioning to social interaction. These forms of enrichment 

will not only increase display times but will also minimize behavioral problems  

 

Environmental change – In captivity the conditions they live in is most of the time 

controlled, this becomes dull as in the wild they have an instinct to follow the water, go 

to a tree they know that would flower and so on. So in captivity there are ways to change 
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the environment. Putting in a heat lamp for 30min-3hours can simulate a hot day, the 

cockatoo will choose to stay near the heat or move away, remember choice is the key 

thing. Having a sprinkler system so that you can simulate rain, both enriching the animal 

and cleans them. Adding a fan in for a few hours can offer that breeze feeling, just 

remember give them the option of hiding if they want to. Changing the enclosure 

furniture on a regular basis or even re-arranging can often stimulate the cockatoo and 

want them to explore what’s new and different. Changing or adding browse and flowers 

is a great stimulation, also the browse helps as a chew toy. 

Toys – Toys to cockatoo’s are like puzzles are to humans, they are a challenge, and they 

stimulate how we should go about approaching a problem and getting a reward from the 

result. There are many cockatoo toys out there. They also stimulate the cockatoo with 

colours, sounds and a treat for finding how to use the toy. 

 Hide and treat – Foraging toy that is a PVC tube with small holes, this will make 

the cockatoo grasp the tube and use its beak to try and get almonds out of the 

hole. 

 Ticker tape – Acts as a suspended roll of paper, like toilet paper holder. 

cockatoo’s love chewing up paper this toy allows them to chew up and down, 

not only will it destroy the paper but play with the left overs. 

 Colour Cubes – This toy encourages foraging again, but trying to figure out how 

to open the toy for a treat. Not only does it encourage foraging it is an easy way 

to teach them the concept of colours. 

 Pick Pockets – Like a cotton wallet this toy has holes that it can manipulate, 

making it either try and open the toy or destroy it by making the holes larger, 

these can be filled with nuts and seeds. 

 Rope – a simple yet effective enrichment tool, they can either swing from it or 

climb up it. This encourages chewing and shredding. 

 Pita pocket foot toys – This toy is made with soft formaldehyde-free leather and 

laced up from a closed pocket. Inside this toy are almonds, which the cockatoo 

can see through the holes, beads would dangle of so they are attracted to the 

colour and are able to hold the toy.  

 Stainless steel treat cages – These toys are lots of fun and will keep the cockatoo 

entertained for hours. This is a great way to recycle all the old toy parts 

remaining from various toys. The search for and removal of coveted chewy 

things will help to promote the cockatoo’s natural foraging behaviours. Can use 

pine, various nuts old toys etc. 

 Crunch a lunch – basically corn wrapped in a plastic bag, this a cheap fast toy 

that they will destroy the paper within minutes.  

 Nutty Cone Ball – A natural cane ball with a pinecone in the middle for the 

cockatoo to try and get out. This should be hanged to allow effectiveness of the 

toy 

 Twister – Basically a plastic (thick) string that has beads and toys woven into it. 

This allows for hours of play and is fully washable. 

 Oingo Boingo – A flexible wire made from stainless steal covered in a rock 

substance, this is then attached next a pole, basically the bird can bounce around 

in a 360 motion, the shape and sizes are fully changeable. 
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 Almond foot toy – a 2’’ brightly coloured rectangles with two almonds tucked 

inside. 

 Parrot piñatas – Shreddable toys filled with seeds, nuts and shredded plant fibres. 

Recommended for birds that pluck and over preen.  

Training and conditioning – This can be targeting in many ways as well, clicker training 

and vocal commands followed with a hand action are the general idea. The main idea is 

to allow the bird to present a natural behaviour and reward them for it, they build up 

knowledge of what you want and know they will get a treat if they perform a certain 

action. This can stimulate not only the bird but also is an enjoyable experience for 

keepers. Also the other benefit is the bird is not just associating you as its one friend, 

which leads to them showing aggression towards other people. Lastly are a physically 

tiring activity and the cockatoo wont being as restless afterwards.  

 

Suggested Calendar for enrichment 
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8.13 Introductions and Removals 

 

Cockatoo’s are naturally gregarious birds and love to socialize and interact with groups. 

Though sometimes this may not be the case, sometimes a cockatoo might find a new 

cockatoo a threat or just be aggressive to the new cockatoo. When introducing a new 

cockatoo make sure they pass the quarantine period of 45 days.  

The best method is a slow release into the exhibit, if you can place the cockatoo into a 

cage next to where it will be introduced allowing visual and sounds of other cockatoo’s. 

If you can not do this a smaller cage into the exhibit for small periods of time to observe 

how they react to each other should be taken. If all goes well the cockatoo can be placed 

in the main exhibit in a smaller cage leaving at its own will and returning to the smaller 

cage of its own will. All releases and captures should be done at dusk and dawn when the 

temperature is cooler. Generally aggression isn’t shown though 

For removals the cockatoo should be trained to approach the keeper and taken out on a 

regular basis so the flock doesn’t freak out and think it’s lost a member and doesn’t 

accept the cockatoo back. One the cockatoo is trained to come to the owner when called 

it should be placed in a pet packed and what ever reason it is removed should be 

addressed and the cockatoo placed back in the exhibit as soon as possible. Some 

cockatoo’s have been known to show aggression when a member of their flock has been 

missing for a while. 

 

8.14 Intraspecific Compatibility 

Cockatoo’s are gregarious birds and the cockatoo’s are known for their flocks. Housing 

multiple Major Mitchell’s only benefits the cockatoo’s, they get to alo preen, learn tricks 

from each other, have security in numbers and work puzzles out together. The only 

problem that may occur is if its breeding season and a pair is in the exhibit and not 

enough space is provided. Sex ratios are not an issue, as males don’t become aggressive 

unless not enough enrichment is provided or they are a third cockatoo in a breeding pair. 

8.15 Interspecific Compatibility 

Cockatoo’s are great birds to house in multi species exhibits. They only tend to spread 

diseases with other parrots, the exception being mites and worms. They don’t show 

aggression to other birds unless it’s breeding season and breeding pair is in the exhibit 

other wise even in breeding season and there are no mating pairs they don’t show 

aggression towards anything. They tend to explore and have fun with there fellow flock 

members or any objects of interest. They may cause destruction to eggs and nests, but 

only if no stimulation for them is provided.   

8.16 Suitability to Captivity 

 

These Animals cope well in captivity. Though they are not recommended to first time 

keepers who don’t have much time or not enough experience with cockatoo’s. Whilst 

they exhibit greatly and always have something to do. If not enough time is put aside into 
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entertaining their curious needs, these cockatoos become quiet aggressive. Not only do 

they become destructive to the exhibit and towards keepers but they are also known for 

loud and constant screaming.  

For these animals to keep well in captivity, the following must be considered 

 Housing – Is there enough space to climb and fly and forage on the ground 

 Substrate – Is it friendly on their feet and allow them manipulate the floor 

 Enrichment – Where it be a toy or interaction anything to stimulate their minds, 

even new browse or smells can help.  

 Food – If there is enough food they wont show aggression, doesn’t need to be 

their favorite food, just enough so they don’t feel the need to protect what they 

have.  

 Perches – enough perches to rest, sharpens their beaks and claws, a perch that 

allows to rest in the sun and perch that allows them to hide. 

 Showering – Allowing them to get their plumage cleaned prevent over grooming 

 Veterinary checks – Constant check ups allows for nothing internal to build up, 

and prevent stress that is related fro that condition. 

When these guidelines are followed, the cockatoo is generally happy and satisfied, 

allowing them to live a happy life and cause less stress to their owners.  
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9 Breeding 
 

9.1 Mating System 

 

Monogamous, once a pair has bonded this bond is maintained year-round and last until 

death of one bird. Birds which have not previously paired form pairs in flocks of sub 

adults and non-breeders, as do breeders whose partner have died. Females generally bond 

at 1 year of age. If one of the pair died during the incubation period, the survivor deserts 

the clutch. If the partner dies when nestling is older than 4 weeks, the survivor will 

usually attempt to raise young, generally successfully. In such cases re-paring often 

occurs while one bird still has dependant young, but the new partners do not attempt to 

help feed. Widowed males with fledgling tend to wean them earlier than usual as they 

become interested in pairing. Both parents look after the young.     

9.2 Ease of Breeding 

 

This can change depending on breeders. Many claim it is easy, whilst other don’t. In 

general they are an easy pair to breed; most difficulties occur with the aggressions these 

particular cockatoo’s have. They become aggressive during breeding season and cannot 

be housed with other species, proposing one issue straight up. Also during the incubation, 

brooding, fledging and young becoming independent phase, both the cock and hen will 

become aggressive to keepers, each other and cocks generally become aggressive to 

fledging males. This isn’t always the case, removal of young that have been attacked and 

minimal interference will often lead to the clutch being successful. Main issues will arise 

when hand rearing young, as they become aggressive to humans and show no fear of 

them, this trait is only found among the Major Mitchells. Also these birds are quiet well 

known for the loud noises they make early morning and late afternoon.  

9.3 Reproductive Condition 

 

Major Mitchell’s are seasonal breeders, providing enough nesting material and food 

during March will ensure the pair to produce eggs. Adding some sprouted seed or fresh 

vegetables may also trigger breeding as this food source is high in proteins. Also weight 

affects their willingness to breed. (REFER TO DIET for which types of food) 

 

9.3.1 Females 

With Parrots it’s fundamental that you establish a breeding male for the female at 

a younger age. A bond could take 6 months or even up to a year, Male should be 

in an optimum weight, otherwise it won’t breed. 
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9.3.2 Males 

Same as the female, the male should have bonded with another female before the 

breeding season; they can bond during the breeding season but do not generally 

lay eggs for that season. Also their weight just like the females must be optimum.   

9.4 Techniques Used to Control Breeding 

 

If more than 2 major Mitchell’s are held within the same aviary, the most effective 

breeding strategy would be to separate during the breeding season, even if they are not a 

breeding pair, males may show aggression to females. As to date there is no real method 

of stopping reproduction besides the removal and destruction of unborn eggs. 

 

9.5 Occurrence of Hybrids 

 

Hybrids with Galah, Short-beaked Corellas and Sulphur-rested Cockatoo have been 

recorded in captivity (Gray 1958, MV). Hybrids with Galah have also been found in the 

wild (Ashton et al. 1996; Forshaw); possibly resulting from a pairing with Galahs that 

have been accidentally fostered by Major Mitchell’s and consequently behave like them 

(Rowley and Chapman 1986). One hybrid resembled a Major Mitchell’s Cockatoo, but 

had grey on back, wings; tail and underwing-coverts and lacked yellow band in crest 

(Forshaw).  

 

9.6 Timing of Breeding 

 

Breeding generally occurs during the end of winter laying eggs from August through to 

late September. Some reports do suggest a small variation in certain states. WA – Aug to 

September or early October (NRS). Vic – Aug to Nov. (Vic. Atlas); NT – May- Aug 

(NRS)  

 

9.7 Age at First Breeding and Last Breeding 

Females - Begin associating with individual males when 1 year old and breed when 2-3 

years old.  

Males- Tend to first breed in both captivity and in the wild at 3-4 year old (Shepard 

1986).  

The Major Mitchell's have a long reproductive life, and there has been successfully 

rearing of chicks for up to 37 years. (Jen, Breeder) 

9.8 Ability to Breed Every Year 

 

They do breed seasonally every year; the young become independent at 4 months and 

leave, generally not roosting near parents but do join the same flock, leaving the parents 
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to breed another clutch each year.  

 

 

9.9 Ability to Breed More than Once Per Year 

 

They breed seasonally and the young all leave before the next season. In captivity, if the 

eggs are taken for artificial incubation or the young are taken from nest at an early age for 

hand rearing. It can be possible for a double clutch. In captivity, will re-lay 18-23 days 

after first clutch is removed (Rowley and Chapman 1986, 1991).  

9.10 Nesting, Hollow or Other Requirements 

 

Important note – Make two opening to the nest as the cock is known to be aggressive to 

the hen. 

 

Materials and types of Nest boxes: 

  - Hollow log – preferably natural.  

   Advantages: 

   - They are more natural for cockatoo’s species to breed in  

   - Cockatoos like to chew and work the log during the breeding 

season. By using natural logs this is made possible. 

   - Logs are more insulated and do not overheat during hot weather 

temperatures as do other nesting alternatives, such as man-made metal nesting 

receptacles. 

   - Humidity within a natural log is more stable. 

- Wooden nestboxes: Construction design described in table 10.1. They will 

accept these boxes quiet readily but due to their destructive behavior they will normally 

last a couple of breeding seasons, therefore having to be replaces 

- Metal nestboxes: These can be in the form of a rubbish bins or ex-army 

gunpowder barrels. The advantages of these nesting receptacles are that they are usually 

readily obtainable, lightweight, easily installed and easy to fumigate, keeping them 

disease free.  

Construction of a nest box/log. Measurements. 
Length/Depth 1-1.2 meters 

Log internal diameter 30cm  

Nest-box internal dimensions 30cm 

Diameter of entrance hole 16cm 

Inspection hole Square or round. 10 cm ( 2cm above 

nesting material). 

A removable top / lid or bottom Useful for cleaning. 16cm.  

Location and height of log / nest-box 1 meter above ground close to roof. 30cm 

apart from roof. 

Angle of log or nest box Vertically or at an angle of up to 45 

degrees. 
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Table 10.1 

 

Timber nest-boxes generally require a climbing structure attached inside the box below 

the entrance hole. 

 

Nests should be built, or the nestbox placed, under the roofed or sheltered portion of the 

aviary.  In the wild, birds nest in the open with the nests often subjected to wild variations 

of temperatures, rain and wind.  Birds in an aviary that are given the chance to nest in an 

exposed situation may have erratic breeding results.  Heavy rain and a cold wind, or 

intense summer heat can easily cause the death of small young nestlings. Also multiple 

nestboxes should be offered around the aviary of different types and locations, (As shown 

in pic 10.5 and 10.6) once the pair has chosen the nest site, remove the other 2 that 

weren’t taken. Majors shouldn’t be a part of a colony of birds if planning to breed but if 

they are remove then before breeding season, as they are extremely territorial in the wild 

usually having a 1km radius from another breeding pair.  

 

                          
Pic 10.5       pic 10.6 

 

Nesting materials - wood chips, stripes of bark, layer of smooth pebbles 10-13 cm thick, 

sawdust and peatmoss. General make up is 50% sawdust and 50% peatmoss which is laid 

10m to 12cm deep in the bottom.   

 

It is also wise to spray around the inside and outside of the aviaries and nesting 

receptacles with Coopex ™ residual insecticide (made up as per manufacturer’s 

directions) to kill insect pests such as ants, beetles, cockroaches, silverfish, fleas and 

spiders 

 
Pic 10.7 Example of a removable bottom nestbox, for easy cleaning 
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After each breeding season all nesting logs, boxes or metal nestlings should be emptied, 

cleaned and fumigated in readiness for the following season.  

 

 Regular nest inspections are essential. For early on chicks can heave leg rings placed on 

them and daily checks on the hen can be made. The young chicks should be removed 

from the nest with periodical checks carried out on them. A check on the chick’s eyes, 

nostrils and beak should be made to ensure that they are free from any nesting debris 

which may be caught in their eyes or blocking their nostrils or beak. The young bird’s 

feet should also be cleaned to make sure that no nesting material or faeces are caught or 

built up between the bird’s toes or leg ring.  

9.11 Breeding Diet 

 

A daily maintenance diet that consists of fresh fruits, vegetables and cooked bean mix, 

(e.g. any of the these 3 a day. 1/2 of an apple, pear, kiwi fruit, banana, orange, corn 
cob or silverbeet leaf) and a bowl of dry food that is ½ cup of seed mix (around 30g) 
and ½ cup of pellets (around 35g) (REFER to Diet for seed mix and pellet mix 

information). During the breeding season the pellets should be upped to 40-60g, double 

the amount of fruit and vegetables, 2 teaspoons per pair of birds per day of Wombaroo 

Insectivore Rearing Mix, some meat such as cooked chop or chicken bones and also 

some natural grasses, nuts and seeds as mentioned in the diet section.  

Whilst maintaining that upped food (generally double the maintenance diet), it would 

also be wise to provide some liquid calcium supplement in their water, such as Calcivet™ 

or Calcium Sandoz™, also some extra cuttlefish bone and grit in the aviary (this is 

especially important if you are double clutching).  

 
p 10.8 – Example of Seed+pellots with a bowl of fresh fruits,nuts and vegetables. 
 

9.12 Incubation Period 

 

The pair begins to incubate after the second egg is laid, with egg laying intervals of 2-3 

days, both sexes incubate the eggs. The female usually incubates overnight; relieved by 

the male between 8am and 9 am; male incubates during morning; female in the afternoon; 

male relieves for a short period in the evening; the female will spend most her time in or 

near the hollow during laying and hatching. Many breeders suggest different incubation 

times but they are generally around 24-26 days. In captivity most eggs are hatched in the 

wild only 47% hatch successfully.     
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9.13  Clutch Size 

 

Female tends to lay 2-4 eggs; her replacements clutch will have the same numbers as the 

original clutch. The eggs are oval to elongate-oval; close-grained; almost lusterless white; 

rounding, slightly more compressed at one end; finely textured; slightly glossy; white 

(Campbell). Eggs sizes are 38mmx28mm, egg laying intervals are 2-3. Incubation first 

begins after the 2
nd

 egg is laid. Weight of the egg is 11grams.  

9.14 Age at Fledging 

 

Fledging period is 57.5 days (7-8 weeks) (Rowley and Chapman 1991), young of a brood 

fledge over a period of several days; up to 14 days for brood with a  runt; first fledged 

remain within 2-300 m of hollow till rest of siblings have left nest; thereafter, all move 

off as a family group. Young older than 43 days likely to fledge prematurely if disturbed. 

 

9.15 Age of Removal from Parents 

 

Chicks are born almost naked and fledge between seven and eight weeks of age. The 

young fledglings should remain with their parents for a further six to eight weeks to 

ensure that they are fully weaned and self sufficient before being removed. 4 months 

total. Major Mitchell’s Cockatoos have a reputation for becoming aggressive towards 

their young fledglings. Therefore, it is advisable to keep a strict eye on both the parents 

and the young during this time, until the young are old enough to be removed. It should 

be stressed however, that at the first sign of aggression, the young birds must be 

separated from the parents immediately. 

9.16 Growth and Development 

 

Hatch in sparse covering of short beige-white down. Eyes closed at hatchling; start 

opening at 12-13 days; fully open at 17 days; primaries and rectrices burst from sheaths 

at 26-27 days young well feathered at 40 days.  

During weeks two and three, young grow by 17g/day; reach asymptote at day 30, from 14 

days, seventh primary grows at 5mm/day; after emergence, central rectrices grow at 

1.2mm/day for first 10 days, then 3.6mm/day thereafter. Fledge at 8 weeks. Weaned at 16 

weeks. 
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Pic 10.9 – aged 10-13 days       pic 10.10 - aged 11 days      pic 10.11 – aged 28-32 days 

 

 
Pic 10.12 -42-45 days old  
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10 Artificial Rearing  
 

10.1 Incubator Type 

 

Incubators main functions are to Supply regulated heat to the egg in an insulated 

environment  

 

Hand-Turned – Act as a more natural turning, as hens in the wild would move the 

eggs in one slow but sudden movement. When considering a hand turned incubator, you 

must ensure you have the time to turn the egg 3 times a day, and know how to turn 

correctly. 

 

Auto turned – A far more effective method, though it costs a lot more. This moves the 

egg at a constant rate, ensuring the egg is has heat regulated throughout. The main thing 

to consider when buying this type of incubator is how good the model is. Make sure not 

to get a model that has jagged turns as this will damage the embryo.  

 

Fan Forced (moving air) – The preferred choice for M.Mitchell eggs, this 

distributes warm air evenly throughout the incubator. 

 

Still Air – These have vents; this isn’t suited too well for Major Mitchell eggs, as they 

can have variable temperature spots. The thermometer may be placed in an area that is a 

different temp from the egg, and correct temperature quiet important for Major Mitchell 

Eggs.  

 

The most preferred Incubator for M.Mitchell eggs would be auto-turned fan-forced 

incubators. This is because the temperature is quiet crucial on the eggs. Also it is 

recommended, though not needed to manual rotate the eggs 4 times a day.  

 

Suggested Incubators – Brinsea™ Octagon 20 Mark III and the Marsh™ Rolex, also 

AB™ Newlife 75 MK4 Incubator. 
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10.2 Incubation Temperatures and Humidity 

 

 Target Hatcher Temperature for Parrots: 36.7ºC (98.0º F) ± 0.5ºC for fan 

forced incubators but again a fluctuating variation to this is not absolutely 

critical. 

 Target Hatcher Humidity for Parrots: RH = 60% to 70% However, 

more and more every day I think we should be running hatching eggs at a 

RH relative to their weight loss trend over their incubation period i.e. high 

weight loss eggs at high RH and low weight loss eggs at low RH. In recent 

years we have been using a RH=60% across all eggs with excellent results. 

http://www.priam.com.au/ 

10.3 Desired % Egg Mass Loss 

 

Commonly 13.5% to 15 % but a variation between 10% and 20% should not cause 

significant problems. 

10.4 Hatching Temperature and Humidity 

 

 Target Hatcher Temperature for Parrots: 36.7ºC (98.0º F) ± 0.5ºC for fan 

forced incubators but again a fluctuating variation to this is not absolutely 

critical. 

 Target Hatcher Humidity for Parrots: RH = 60% to 70% However, 

more and more every day I think we should be running hatching eggs at a 

RH relative to their weight loss trend over their incubation period i.e. high 

weight loss eggs at high RH and low weight loss eggs at low RH. In recent 

years we have been using a RH=60% across all eggs with excellent results. 

http://www.priam.com.au 

10.5 Normal Pip to Hatch Interval 

 

At day 23, it is recommended that you draw a drawdown on the egg. This is where you 

candle the egg and with a pencil draw over the air-cell on the egg. Every day after you 

candle the egg and mark where the air cell is moving, it should take about 5 to 4 days for 

the air cell to move. Next stage is internal piping this is indicated by a crack in the shell 

or a blurry shadow at the bottom of the egg. Once that air cell has been broken stop 

turning the egg and place is upright, turning the egg further will only confuse the chick. 

Internal pip should occur three to four days before expected hatching date.  

Once internal pip has occurred the egg should be placed in a Hatcher, the next stage is 

external pip. This should occur 24-48 hours after internal pip or collapse of the air cell. It 

can occur 12 hours after internal pip. Which simply means the chick is strong and 

healthy. External pip will be noticed as a small, slightly raised piece of shell with fine 
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cracks forming a star shape, more cracks will appear in the next 24 hours where it will 

then work back on the original site to work its way out, most chick will come out late at 

night or early morning, where you may need to assist in removing any faecal matter, fluid 

or and stuck membrane matter.  

 

10.6 Brooder Types/Design 

 

A Brooder is simply an enclosure/cabinet fitted with a heat source and optional fan, in 

which chicks are brooded until they develop feathers and regulate their own body heat.  

There are two main types, still air and fan forced. 

 

Fan forced – This regulated heat throughout the brooder, so all areas of the brooder is 

the same temperature, these are generally more expensive but provide the best for the 

chick. A common problem is when after feeding a chick and placing back in the brooder, 

the chick shivers for a while, in fan forced they rarely shiver and go back to a warm 

temperature quiet fast 

 

Still air – these are cheap and easy and can generally be constructed yourself. This is 

basically a container with a heat source from one side, generally a light bulb, the main 

difference with this is it doesn’t regulate temperature and some areas of the brooder may 

be warmer/colder than others.  

 

 

10.7 Brooder Temperatures 

 

Temperature is important as it provides heat for the chick, if the chick is too cold and 

trying to produce its own heat, it will lose energy needed to digest its food or to grow 

properly, if it’s too hot the chick will be too active again also burning the energy it could 

be using for growing and digesting food in its crop.  

Suggested temperature guidelines. 

 Newly Hatched – 36.6 degrees Celsius 

 5-12 days – 35 – 31.6 degrees Celsius 

 12 days – pin-feather – 31-28 degrees Celsius 

 Once feathers begin to cover most of the body – 26.5 degrees Celsius 
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It is also important to note that this is a guide, always watch your chick, and adjust it, to 

its needs.  

10.8 Diet and Feeding Routine 

 

There are several popular commercial formulas available in Australia, some of those 

being Lakes™, Vetafarm™, Wombaroo™. Pretty Bird™ and Loristart™. These 

forumals do well and the instructions to use are quiet clear and easy to understand.  

 

Feeding instruments  

 Advantages Disadvantages 

Spoon Produces quieter birds 

Accommodates any formula 

Most pleasurable 

Simulates natural feeding 

Easiest method 

Possible imprinting 

Messy 

Slow 

No chick control 

No volume control 

Syringe Cleaner than spoon 

Quicker than spoon 

Produces quiet bird 

Volume control 

While quicker that spoon 

still slow 

No chick control 

Danger of killing chick 

through aspiration 

Crop Tube Quickest Method  

Cleanest Method 

Total volume control 

Avoids imprinting 

Total chick control 

Will not accommodate 

lumpy formulas 

Difficult to use on some 

weaning birds 

Bird not quite as tame 

unless extra times spent at 

feeding  

 

The main goal after the chick is hatched in regards to feeding is  

 Rehydration 

 Crop stretching 

 Weaning 

 

Rehydration – Some chicks come out dehydrated and so when they get their next feed 

get water from the formula and have a hard time digesting the formula. The first feed 

should be water mix with a product like Ensure™. Within the first 12 hours of hatching.  

 

Crop stretching – This is when u feed to crop and continue feeding till weaning phase. 

The main goal is after every feed to leave the crop to empty this takes generally 2-3 

hours. Never feed on a full crop, always feed on an empty crops this prevents the old 

food rotting within the crop.  

 

Formula should be fed at the birds body temperature so at about 37.7- 43.4’C, so the bird 

doesn’t waste energy to digest the food. Also when feeding it’s wise to keep the bird 
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warm so either wrap it up in a blanket if removing from brooder or feed in brooder. Make 

sure to keep up hygiene.  

 

Feed intervals 

 

Day 1   2 hour feeds   9-10 feeds a day 

By day 8   3-4 hour feeds  5-6 feeds a day 

By Day 14   5 hour feeds   4 feeds a day 

By day 24-30   8 hour feeds   3 feeds a day 

At Peak      2 feeds a day 

 

Thickening the formula depends on the bird but is also advised on the products 

packaging. If the bird is digesting the formula fast, you gradually thicken. 

Major Mitchell cockatoo’s tend to be more susceptible to overstretching of the crop than 

other species, so you shouldn’t feed as much volume.  

 

Example of a Major Mitchell Chick 

 

 

Da

y 

Weight 

(grams) 

Gain (grams) Feeds Total Volume 

per day 

1 168g 16g 7.00am 

20ml 

12.00pm 

20ml 

5.00pm 

20ml 

10.00pm 

20ml 

80ml 

2 172g 4g 7.00am 

20ml 

12.00pm 

20ml 

5.00pm 

20ml 

10.00pm 

20ml 

80ml 

3 192g 20g 7.00am 

25ml 

2.00pm 

25ml 

10.00pm 

25ml 

80ml 

4 212g 20g 7.00am 

30ml 

2.00pm 

30ml 

10.00pm 

30ml 

90ml 

5 230g 18g 7.00am 

35ml 

2.00pm 

35ml 

10.00pm 

35ml 

105ml 

6 254g 24g 7.00am 

35ml 

2.00pm 

35ml 

10.00pm 

35ml 

105ml 

7 260g 6g 7.00am 

35ml 

2.00pm 

35ml 

10.00pm 

35ml 

105ml 

 

 

10.9 Specific Requirements 

 

When placed in hatchers and brooders, the preferred substrates are: 

 Soft tissues – This also helps when after a feed the elevate the head above 

the crop to prevent any issues 

 Non toxic sawdust or woodchips – these should be placed under a metal 

mesh wire to prevent the chicks from accidently eating.  

Otherwise the cockatoos are pretty durable on most materials.  
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10.10 Pinioning Requirements 

 

This is something that shouldn’t be considered. It is cruel to the animal and in most 

industries isn’t practiced anymore. The only exception would be on a very rare occasion 

the M.Mitchell may have a defect, injury or medical problem that the use of pinion may 

stop causing further harm to the animal, but this should only ever be considered under 

veterinary permission. 

 

10.11 Data Recording 

 

For egg incubation - Data recording is one of the key things to successful breeding and 

understanding the development of the egg, for keepers in terms of artificial breeding. 

Precise recording keeping will show how well the egg is developing and what actions 

need to be taken, if it isn’t, such as the egg isn’t loosing enough weight, humidity should 

be modified to allow more water to escape. Here is an example of a record sheet that is 

used at priam.  
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  Created by P. N. Gowland 

 

Egg Incubation Record Sheet 
 

Species:      Length (cm):                                                          . 

Flight:       Breadth (cm):                                                        . 

Egg Number:      Lay Date:                                                               .                       

Fresh Weight (g):     Collection Date:                                                    . 

Egg Volume (cm3):                                                  Egg Condition at Collect:                                      .       

 

Incubator Model:    Serial No: 

Incubation Parameters: DBT:     RH:   Turning Regime:  

Notes: 

 

 
      Initial Start Day Correction Time Fraction Decimal:  

Day      Notes                                                  Actual Weight   Density   Vein Growth  Date    Time 
 #                                                                                (g)               (cm3)           (%) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Expected Incubation Period: __________________  

Expected Days to Pip: _______________________ 
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Growth and development – Records again are vital and more reliable than memory. 

Records will allow you to do several things: 

 Accurately monitor chicks eight and development 

 Experiment with brooder temperatures, feed intervals etc and thereby fine-

tune your regime 

 Monitor feed volumes to avoid overfeeding 

 Go back and pinpoint possible causes of problems 

 Keep weaning times to a minimum  

 

Things to consider on record sheets would be 

 Condition of the chick at hatch/pull 

 Formula details. I.e. thickness, additives etc. 

 Brooder temperatures 

 Environmental/behavioural changes 

 Physical development. i.e. eyes open, wing flapping etc 

 Slow crop emptying, poor feed response etc 

 First cracking of seed. 

 

Whilst also keeping records, this documentation can now be used for aviculture.  

 

Example of a basic daily feeding record layout 

 

Day Weight 

(grams) 

Gain 

(grams) 

Feeds Total Volume 

per day 

1 18g -  

Record time, volume fed in 

milliliters and crop status  

(E= Empty, NQE = Not quiet 

empty) 

E.g. 2.00pm E – 10 ml 

12ml 

2 18g - 14ml 

3 20g 2g 18ml 

4 23g 3g 22ml 

5 27g 4g 25ml 

6 31g 4g 29ml 

7 32g 1g 30ml 

 

 

10.12 Identification Methods 

 

Refer to 5.3, leg banding would be the preferred method though.  

 

10.13 Hygiene 

 

Hygiene is another crucial aspect of handraising. The greater the number of chicks in the 

nursery at any one time, the more important it becomes. Poor hygiene directly contributes 

to nursery problems in terms of illness and poor development, therefore frequent, 

thorough cleaning and disinfecting will keep bacteria, fungal and viral contamination to a 
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minimum. Small chick’s handfed from hatch are particularly susceptible to infection 

because they have not received enzymes and other gut flora from their parents. This 

leaves them vulnerable to all sorts of invasive and harmful organisms until they can 

develop their own resistance.  

All feeding instruments should be cleaned thoroughly under running water after each feed 

then left to soak in a disinfecting agent, such as Milton™ solution or avisafe™. Rinse in 

clean water just prior to feeding to remove excess solution  

Hands should always be washed after handling each chick or egg. A powerful cleaning 

agent would be Hibitane™. The use of gloves could also be effective.  

Brooders, bench surfaces and the sink area need to be regularly disinfected.  

Have an exchange set of brooder containers on hand to replace the soiled once every 

three to four days.  

Hygiene in regards to food also, if any food is out of date, old or has had any moisture it 

should be discarded straight away, as growth for fungal could and often does occur.  

In general, hygiene should be managed and no short cuts should be taken, as it is hard to 

look after one sick chick in a litter, as it needs a new formula, its very own brooder and 

also the stress and anxiety the chick would suffer.  

 

10.14 Behavioural Considerations 

 

In the case of hand rearing for captive purposes, main problems would be with male 

M.Mitchell’s. Breeders have said that they do becomes quiet aggressive if hand reared, so 

avoid being to parental like with a young male and keeping a safe distance should 

minimize this problem.  

Another behavioural consideration would be if it is fostered cared. It will most likely get 

imprinting from its foster species and not that of its own, this may cause problems down 

the track when, a M.Mitchell is fostered with a galah, the fostered M.Mitchell will try and 

pair with another Galah instead of a M.Mitchell.  

The main thing to consider here is when we are raising these cockatoo’s it’s generally to 

make them more tamed, so most behaviours we do encourage are unnatural to the bird. 

10.15 Use of Foster Species 

 

The use of foster species is successful. From other parrots species such as Eclectus 

parrots raising M.Mitchell eggs to other cockatoos such as galahs. There are generally no 

problems with other species raising eggs but it would be wise to remove them once they 

have hatched. Other Australian white cockatoos such as galahs and Sulphur crested 

cockatoos have been known to not only raise chick eggs but also raise the young. The 

general problem with allowing this is that the chick tends have imprinted behavior from 

the galah and not that of the M.Mitchell.   

Another consideration is the diet of the foster parent, if an Eclectus is raising a 

M.Mitchell, the diet of an Eclectus is quiet fruit focused while the M.Mitchell is more 

plain for a semi arid environment.  

Another major consideration is the young M.Mitchell is being fostered by short-billed 

corellas and long-billed corellas. The main problem is when the Corella is feeding the 
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M.Mitchell young it may damage the beak of the M.Mitchell. As Corella beaks are quiet 

long and sharp where M.Mitchell’s are quiet rounded and flat and designed more for 

crushing nuts.  

 

10.16 Weaning 

 

Weaning is where the chick ceases to gain weight, stabilizes for a period then begins to 

shed excess fat in preparation for its first flight. During this phase the M.Mitchell will 

starts to nibble and learn to break its own food apart and learn to swallow on its own. 

M.Mitchell weaning age is around 40-45 days; this can alter from how much you feed 

and at what intervals.  M.Mitchell’s are quiet good feeders and generally don’t have any 

problems.  

Once it hits its weaning phase it will lose up to 20% of its peak weight, any further and 

consideration should be taken into the chick’s health (stressed, wrong temperatures etc) 

When weaning, the brooder should be at room temperature so it should be safe to move 

to another cage such as a noagel cage. Generally no more than 3 chicks per cage (of a 

decent size). M.Mitchell are quiet well known to reject feeds early on, and this shouldn’t 

be considered a problem, it has grown up, just provide some formula in the new cage, as 

well as other food items, like corn on the cob, peas, apples, carrot, sprouted seeds , peanut 

butter, peanuts and almonds. Also provide a bowl of dry seed, and let them learn how to 

chew food.  Presenting the food in different locations every time you feed will keep the 

animal interested, if the food is in the same spot every day the M.Mitchell will lose 

interest and it may take longer to wean. 

 

10.17 Rehabilitation Procedures 

 

This procedure is very complex and won’t be covered in this section. It is advised if you 

are participating in the release of a hand reared M.Mitchell into the wild you contact 

places such as John Moroney in NSW, as they have had success with such activities.  

The main factors when rehabilitating a M.Mitchell to be released back into the wild are 

 Getting in contact with local councils of which the chick you are raising 

came from, it must be from that area that it gets released. 

 When hand rearing the chick so much is needed to be considered. Such as 

making sure your face is covered when feeding and using such tools as 

puppets to feed the young so it has no connection with food and people.  

 What food items you feed the chick. You need to go to the area in which 

will be released and collect food from that area specifically to feed it  

 When feeding you need to scatter food, and let the chick learn to be 

independent quiet early on. 

 Teaching the bird to fly and be physically fit for wild release 

 Teaching the bird to respond and to follow calls, so it learns flock 

mentality.  

And much more, in that alone the art of rehabilitation for cockatoos is complex and 

shouldn’t be attempted by first time keepers. 
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13 Glossary 
(of terms used that may not be easily understood without explanation/definition) 
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14 Appendix 
 

Paswell Parrot Pellets - Ingredients: Triticale, barley, maize, oats, soy and whey 
protein isolates, methionine, lysine, vegetable oils, omega-3 and omega-6 fatty 
acids, colour enhancers, vitamins A, B12, C, D3, E, K, thiamine, riboflavin, 
nicotinamide, pantothenic acid, pyridoxine, biotin, folic acid, choline, inositol, 
calcium, phosphorus, magnesium, potassium, sodium, manganese, iron, copper, 
cobalt, iodine, selenium. 
 
http://www.brinsea.co.uk/index.php - Brinsea Incubators web site 

 

http://www.abincubators.co.uk/ - AB incubators  

 

http://www.avitronics.co.uk/ -  Avitronic (Buddy) Egg Monitor website 

 

 

http://www.brinsea.co.uk/index.php
http://www.abincubators.co.uk/
http://www.avitronics.co.uk/

